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SUMMARY
investigation conducted over a period
of several yesm to emlme.te the entilmock characteristics of or-
ganic coqxmnds are summerized.. Included me data for 18 branched
.
paraffins and olefins, 27 aromatics, and 22 ethers.
The factors of performance investigated we;e blending charac-
teristics, temperature sensitivity, lepd resyonse, and relation
between molecular structure and antiknock rati~s. Four engines
were used in these studies.
2INTRODUCTION
Improvements in aircraft power plants
NACA RM E50H02
during the past 30 years
have resulted in demands for fuels of increasingly higher antilmmck
perfozmm.nce. This trend has necessitated a thorough investigation of
possible high-antiknock campounds that may or may not occur naturall~
in petroleum. The task of surveying an endless procession of possible
fuel-blending agents has fallen to the petroleum industry and inter-
ested research groups. Through the combined efforts of the organi-







data petit an accurate appraisal of the merits of many chemical
compounds heretofore given little more
fuel-blending egents.
As a participant in this field of
than cursory consideration




sponsored a project by the Nationsl Bureau of Standerds for the pre~a-
ration of l-liter quantities of selected paraffins and oleftns. The
engine evaluation of the antilmock qualities of these compounds was
first conducted under the sponsorship of the American Petrolewn
Institute (API) and the results of this work have been reyorted by
Level.1(refereice 1). In addition, the’API has sponsored a synthesis
progrem conducted at the laboratories of Ohio State University. All
these progrems have been continued up to the present end were aug-
mented
at the
during 1942-47 by additional synthesis and engine evaluation




‘I%eeynthesis pro~ect at the Nationsl Bureau of Standqrds has
*
been devoted to compounds in the peraffinic and olefinic classes; the
Q1
~
synthesis pro~ect at the NACA Lewis laboratory has been devoted to
ccmpounds in the aromatic and ether classes; and the synthesis progrsm
at Ohio State University has been devoted to compounds in these and
other classes.
The engine evaluation of pure can-poundss~onsored by the API was
conducted in laboratories of the Generel Motors Corporation and the
Ethyl Corporation. The engine emluation of
l
was conducted at the NACA Lewis laboratory.
A Results of the NACA study of partifins,
blends reported herein
olefins, aromatics, and
ethers sre published in a
.
each report contains data
blending characteristics,
number of reports (references 2 to 14);
for several compounds on factors such aa
temperature sensitivity, lead response, and
relation between molecular structure and antiknock ratings. NO
effort has been made, however, to prepare + integrated report cover-
ing the findings of these investigations. The data contained in
references 2 to 14 sre
molecular structure of
herein.
therefore sumnerized and the effect of the
fUehl on ~tiknock perfOZ7M,IlCe is shown
4The engine
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ENGINES AND EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS





organic cmpa~ds was conducted in four test engines: (1) a
CFR engine conforming to specifications for the A.S.-T.M.Aviation
method (D 614-47 T) for rating fuels; (2) CFR engine conforming to
specifications for the A.S.T.M. Supercharge method (D 909-47 T)
for rating fuels; (3) an engine having a displacement of 17.6 cubic
inches (about half that of a CI!Rengine) and populsrly known as the
17.6 engfne; and (4) a full-scale air-cooled aircraft cylinder’
mounted on a CUE crankcase.
The 27.6 and A.S.T.M. Supercharge engines were equipped with
dual fuel systems, one line for the “warm-up fuel” and one for the_
,
test fuel. Knocking was detected in both engines hy means of a
.
cathode-ray oscilloscope in conjunction with a msgnetostriction
pickup unit.
The full-scale single-cylindertest engine
btifl.esand cooling air was directed toward the
simulate cooling conditions in flight. Further
sce3e installation sre given in reference 2.
—
was fitted with
cylinder in order to





Pertinent operating conditions for the various
%




temperatures, 100° end 250° F, in order to obtain an indication of
the sensitivity of fuels to changes in temperature. When the inlet-
air temperature was varied, all other conditions were held the same
as shown in table I.
The conditions shown In table I Yor the A.S.T.M. Aviation ard.
A.S.T.M. Supercharge engines are standard for these engines when
antiknock ratings ere being determined. As indicated in table 1,
l
the A.S.T.M. Aviation engine is a nonsupercherged engine in which
w the ccqressionratio Is ~ied in order to determine the knock
limit of a given fuel at a lean fuel-air ratio with ell conditions
other than compression ratio held reasonably constant. On the other
hand, the A.S.T.M. Supercharge engine is operated with all conditions
except inlet-air pressure and fuel-air ratio held constant. Knock
limits sre determined %y varying the manifold pressure until knocking
occurs. Although the fuel-air ratio can be varied for this engine,
antiknock ratings are made at a rich fuel-alr ratio, usually
about Oo1.1. The A.S.T.M. Aviation method (lean ratings) may thus
be indicati~e of fuel performance
A.S.T.M. Supemch.ergemethod (rich
take-off performance.
at cruise conditions; whereas
ratings) may be indicative of
the
..
6The full-~cale engine conditions were proposed






single-cylinder experimental engine operation throughout the country. z
+
Q
During the early sts.gesof the NACA investigation,‘fuelswere inves-
tigated in the W1-BcsJ.e single-cylinder engine (quantity permit-
ting), but these methods
ent that the small-scale
formance.
were later abandoned when it beceme aypsr-
engine adequately described the fuel per-
COMPOUNDS INKESTIGA!QZD
The compounds investigated included 13 branched paraffins,
5 branched olefins, 27 aromatics, and 22 ethers. The praffins and
olefins examined were in the C5 to C9 molecular-weight range; the




C4 to Cu mange.
The individual compounds, together with physicel properties
determined by the Nationel Bureau of Standards or the NACA Lewis





Inasmuch as limited quantities of the compounds were am.ilable,
ell tests were conducted on blends rather than on the pure compound.
By this procedure, considerable information could be obtained with
a relatively smell quantity of a given ccqound. The pure fuels
were investigated in blends with two base fuels, one of which was
S-reference fuel. The other was ablend of 85 percent (by volume) “
S-reference fuel and l!5percent M-reference fuel. This blend con-
tained 4.Oml TEL per gellon. For all ~actical purposes, S-reference
*
fuel is pure isooctane snd M-reference fuel is a straight-zmn stock
r of about 20 octane limber (A.S.T.M. Motor method). Use of this base
blend was discontinued during the investigation end a blend of
87~ percent S-reference fuel and 1#~ percent g-heptane was substi-
tuted. This blend, too, contained 4.Oml TEL ~r gallon.
The perfomnance rating of the leaded blend of S- and M-reference
fuels was about 113/108, whereas the rating of the leaded blend of
S-reference fuel sm.d~-heptane was about 120/112.
f8
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for all blends and base fuels
#
are presented in tables III to X. In many cases the performazme
c
values have been adjusted to compensate for differences in the base ?t%
blend used. (See section entitled “Base Fuels.“) Where these
adjustments have been made, the vslues will obviousl.y.disagree with
vslues reported in references 2 to 14; however, for the purposes
herein, the data aa a whole have been placed on amore uniform
basis.
The previously mentioned adjustments, in effect, Eermit treat- .?
ment of $he data as if only two
isooctane (&ded and unleaded)
~-heptane. .
base fuels had been used, namely, .!l






Relation Between Molecular Structure and
Antilmock Characteristics
A large pert of -pastresearch relating to molecular structure
and antiknock behavior haa been smmnsrized by LovelJ (reference 1]
and by Lovel.1.and Cempbell (reference 16). In both of these inveati”
gations, a attempt was made to secure generalizations that would
assist in the prediction of relative antiknock velues from molecular
structures. The past studies have on the whole been very success-
* ful in this respect. As this particular phase of fuel reseerch has
progressed, however, the bssic knowledge of engine perfomnemce has
.-
advanced; consequently, exceptions to these generalizations can and
do exist by virtue of differences in engines and engine operating
conditions, That is, the relative antiknock characteristics of a
given group of fuels can be chamged considerably by altering the
9
engine or experimental conditions.
10
AS a result, the concept of “severe” and “mild”





merits of dif- N
v
ferent fuels. A severe condition is one in which controlled con- ?
ditions such as inlet-air temperature, coolant temperature, com-
pression ratio, spark advance, and engine speed combine in their
effects to make a fuel knock
In reference 14, the various
NACA investigation of ethers
more readily. (See reference 17.)
engine o~erating conditions used in the
are alined into a relative order of
severity. This same order d severity is used in the yresent
discussion and is presented in table XI.
Because of this so-csJLed severity concept, any statement
the effect that one fuel performs better than another fuel has




restricted to one operating condition. For this reason, the emphasis
in an investigation of the
the trends in the relation
appear to apply under most
type reportqd herein must be placed upon





Peraffins. - Data were obtained for 13 partifinic hydrocarbons
*
in leaded blends with the tied base fuel.
-uch aa the quantities
of hydrocarbon were somewhat limited, all the psrdf ins were com-
pared only at the 25 percent (by volume) concentration level and
only at standard A.S.T.M. Aviation and A.S.T.M. E@ercharge conditions
(table III(a)). The data for these blends are shown in figure 1.
These,figures illustrate the relation between molecular structure
and antilmock performence for the paraffins investigated. The lines
~oining the various data pints ere shown merely to define the paths
.
followed by ccsnpoundsin an hc$nologousseries. An increase of one
carbon atcm on the abscissa of these figures is equivalent to a
moleculsr-weight increase eqml to the molecular weight of a CH2
group.
At the A.S.T.M. Aviation conditions (fig. l(a)), seven of the
psraffinic hydrocarbons raised the knock-limited perfomne.nceof the
bsse fuel. The increases vsxied between 2 and 15 performance nabers
with 2,2,3-trimethyllnztane(triptane) having the highest rating.
This result indicates that under severe conditions, represented by
the A.S.T.M. Aviation (lean) methcd, triptane has outstanding
antihock them.cteristics.
“12




moleculer structure on antibock
&
three trends have been emphasized
(references 1 and 16). The first trend is concerned with central-
ization of the molecule. For exeqle, 2,2,3,3-tetrsmethylbU-t-eis
a more centralized or ooqact molecule than 2j2,3-trimethylpentane
and should therefore have a higher sntiknock rathg. The second trem
shows the effect of adding metlqzl(CE3) groqs to a molecule in order
to fonu successivemembers of an homologous series. The addition of
a methyl group to increase the branching tends to produce a compound
having a higher antiknock rating; however, the position in which the
group is added to the molecule will influence the rating of the new
ccmpound. This effect based.oriA.S.T.M. Aviation antiknock ratings






























The third.trend is concerned with the increase in length of a cerbon
side chain or the primary carbon chain of a molecule. The effect of
.




















reported in references 1 and 16 and die-
cussed in the preceding paragraph (fig. 1(a)) appear to be v~id at
mild or moderate engine operating conditions. At severe operating
conditions, however, exce~tlons do occur as regards centralization
of the molecule or increased branching in the molecule.
l
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At the A.S.T.M. Supercharge conditions, which, as Indicated in
table XI, are of moderate severity, the NACA data (fig. 1(%)) agree
substantiallywith the results found by Lo~ell (reference1).
In this case (fig. l(b)), 12 of the 13’paraffin3c hydrocarbons inves-
tigated raised the knock-limited performance of the base fuel; the
increases were in the range of 2 to 44 performance numbers. The
antiknock rating of the blend containing 2,2,3,3-tetrmethylpentane
was the highest obtained and the triptane
In order to illustrate the fact that
of the molecule does not alwqys result in
blend was next.
increased centralization
high antiknock values, the .
A.S.T.M. Aviation ratings are plotted against the A.d,T.M. Supercharge
ratings for five nonanes blended with the mixed base fuel in
figure 2. If, in this figure, 2,2,3,3-tetramethylpentaneis considered
the most compact molecule and 2,2,4,4-tetremethylpentanethe least
compact, then it is apparent (because the correlating line has a
negative slope) that increasi~ compactness
performance under one set of conditions and









As previously mentioned, the addition of methyl groups, that is,
increased branching, does not always result in improved perfo.rmancec





















It is em@asized, however, that these exceptions appear to
severe operating conditions as exemplified by
engine.
,.
Olefins. - Five olefins were exsminsd in
.-







leaded llends with the
and A.S.T.M. Supercharge
conditions (table III(a)). The concentration of olefin in each blend
was 25 percent by volume.
The data obtained ere somewhat llmited Insofex as the relation
between molecular structure and antihock value is concerned; however)
comparisons can be made with references 1 and 16 to determine further
the consistency of trends noted by yevious investigators. Lovell
(reference 1) found that for branched aliphattc compounds if the
_perentperaffin hydrocarbon had a high antilmock value the intro-
duction of a double bond would decrease the antilmock velue. This












































aAll blends were leaded”to 4 ml TEL/gal.
In the foregoing exsqlesj the double bond in the olefin appeared in
the 2 position and, with one exception, the ratings for the olefins
are lower than those of the corresponding peraffins. The one
exception is shown for the A.S.T.M. Supercharge ratings of
2,3-dimethylpentaneand 2,3-dimethyl-2-pentenewhere the olefin has













five olefins investigated only two, 2,4,4-trimethyl-l-
2.,4,4-trimethyl-2-perttene,indicate the effect of the
the double bond on antiknock performance. For the
the conditions exemined [tables III(a) smd TZI(a))
of these two compounds appear to be the sane at the
conditions. At milder conditions, the 2,4,4-trimethyl-
2-pentene has lower ratings than 2,4,4-trimethyl-l-pentine This
trend is contrsry to the trend found for straight-chain olefins
but is in agreement with data for branched-chain olefins
.
(reference 1).
Aromatics. - The most cumplete set of antilmock ~rfozmance
data obtained in the present investigation resulted from engine
studies made with 27 eromatic hydrocarbons in blends with selected






and the Influence of engine






structure @ antiknock perfommnce for a
at a lean fuel-air ratio is shown in
figure 3(a), In this figure it was necessary to we performance





mean effective pressuree are not measured on this e~ine.
three cerbon atoms added to the side chains of the aromatic




carbon atam to the side chain caused a sharp drop in per-
the full-scale single-cylinder cruise cond.ltionand a
in the A.S.T.M. Aviation engine. P
.
.
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More specifically, the data in figure 3(a) indicate that for the
full-scale single-cylifier cruise conditton the 25-percent benzene
blend has a knock limit 20 percent hi@er than the base fuel; toluene
is 28 percent higher; ethylbenzene, 35 percent higher; ~-propylbenzene,
47 percent higher; whereas, n-butylbenzene is only 11 percent better
then the base fuel. At the other experimental conditions (fig. 3(a)),
the trends are the same but the magnitude of the increases is less.
In fact, under simulated full-scale take-off conditions the benzene
blend is lower in performance than the Wse fuel, which is represented
*
by the ratio 1.0. In the A.S.T.M. Aviation engine, the base fuel has
a performance nrunberof 120 and, with the exception of ~-propylbenzenel
all the sromatic blends have performance nwnbers lower than 120. This
depreciation in performance is characteristic of aromatics at con-
ditions as severe as those encountered in the A.S.T.M. Aviation engine.
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Figure 3(b) is similar to figure 3(a) except that the fuel-air
ratio is rich and the A.S.T.M. Supercharge (rich) rating methti has
replaced the A.S.T.M. Aviation (lean) rating method. The trends
shown are somewhat different from those in figure 3(a), but the
similarity between the A.S.T.M. Supercharge data and the full-scale
data is apparent. At the conditions investigated, the first aditition
—
of a carbon atom to the benzene ring prcduces a sharp improvement in
performance; the next addition results in a decrease except for
the A.S.T.&!.Supercharge data, which are unchanged; the next addition
.
slightly increases the perfomna.nce;and the addition of the fourth
cmbon atom to the side chain results in a very sharp decrease in .
knock limit, as found at the lean conditions (fig. 3(a)).
The change in performance accompanying changes intnoleculer
weight in an homologous series is illust~ted in figures 3(a) and 3(b).
The effect of different isomeric structwes on perfomnance when the
molecular weight is unchanged is shown in figure 3(c). For this
exemple, the four %utyl’benzenesj~-butylbenzene, isobutylbenzene~
~-1.nztylbenzene,and tert-bptylbenzene,were chosen. At the two
17.6 engine conditions and the A.S.T.M. Aviation condition, ctiing
from the normal to the iso, the secondez’y,and the tertiary structures
progressively improves the performance. Under simulated full-scale
cruise conditions, the isobutylbenzeneis slightly better than the
sec-butylbenzene,but the small difference in antiknock value is
probably insignificant.
.
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Data for the four butylbenzenes
.
at a rich fuel-air ratio are
presented in figure 3(d). The trends shown
to those found In figure 3(c).
Generally speskdng, in figures 3(a) to
in this figure ere similar
3(d), the trends in per-
formance of the aromatic blends in the standexd A.S.T.M. Aviation and
A.S.T.M. Supercharge engines were similar to those in the other engines.
This sim,ilerityamong engines, however, is not alwqys observed over”
tide ranges of operating conditions. Nevertheless, the comparison
of performance characteristics of the organic canpounds throughout
.





and A.S.T.M. Supercharge engine data because these data were
in engines currently accepted as standards for rating fuels.
knock-limited performance of di.methylbenzenes(xylenes) is
illustrated in figure 3(e). In both engines, the 1,3-dimethylbenzene
blend gave higher performance than either 1,2- or 1,4-dimethylbenzene.
The 1,4-Wthylbenzene has an antiknock rating only slightly less





trends shown in figure 3(f) for the methylethylbenzenes sre
as those shown in fi@re 3(e) for the Unethylbenzenes;
l-methyl-3-ethylbenzeneis a~reciably better then
l-methyl-2-ethylbenzeneend slightly better than the l-methyl-
.
~-ethylbenze~ . A simil= result was obtained for the di.ethylbenzenes
(fig. 3(6))=
22 NACA RM E50E02
a
The antilmock performance of di+nibstituted compounds is illus- #-
trated in fi~ures 3(e) to 3(g). Figure 3(h) illustrates antiknock
trends for tri-substituted compounds. The 1,2,4-tr5methylbenzene L
*
blend has a slightly higher bock limit than
blend in the A.S.T.M. Supercharge engine hut
knock limit in the A.S.T.M. Aviation engine.




has a slightly low6r
The 1,3,5-
either of the other
The relative antiknock characteristics of all the womati.c
.-
hy&ocarbons exemined m?e presented in figure 3(1) at A.S.T.M.
Aviation lean conditions. About 15 Gzwnatics improved the knock-
.
limited performance of the base fuel. These particular blends fall
within a range about seven performance numbers above the base
fuel. I&cm these data at lean conditions, 1,3,5-trimethyl’benzene
and tert-butylbenzene appeer to be the most,desirable aromatics in
the 25-percent blends investigated.
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The smmatic blends are compsred at A.S.T.M. Supercharge rich
conditions in figwe 3(j). In contmt to the A.S.T.M. Aviation
data (fig. 3(i.)), the 25-percent additions of smxnatics to the base
fuel caused considerable improvement in A.S.T.M. Supercharge per-
formance, trouta perfmwm ce number of 112 for the base fuel to
about 176*for the best sromatic. These results are consistent tith
.,
results obtained by other investigators in that srcmatics in fuel
blends generally offer considerable advantage at rich fuel-air ratios
but only moderate improvmnt or even depreciation at lean fuel-eAr
ratios under severe operating conditions. The 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene
* end tert-butylbenzeneblends, which have good antiknock character-
istics at A~S.T.M. Aviation conditions(fig. 3(i)), were stf~
relatively high in pefiormance at rich conditions (fig. 3(j)) but
were exceeded by other armuatics. Among these high-performance
erama.ticswere 1,3-dimethyl-5-ethylbenzene,l-methyl-3~5-
diethylbenzene, l-methyl-4-tert-butylbenzene,and 1,3,5- .
triethylbenzene.
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In the arcmm.ticdata just discussed, only one trend appears
worthy of mention, namely, that meta structural arrangements are equal
to or slightly better than pera arrangements in antilmock performance
and both arrangements are considerably better than the ortho struc-
tural arrangement. In one case (fig. 3(J)), however, the para arrange-
ment was better thaa the meta arrangement as shown by comparison of
l-methyl-3-tert-butylbenzeneand l-methyl-4-tert-butylbenzene. Essen-





meta, and para coqounds.
paraffins (fig. 1) increasing the length of the prhary
resulted in a decrease in the antilmock performance;
the aromatics (figs. 3(&L)and 3(b)), an increase in
length of a carbon side chain is beneficial up to a certain’point,
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*
Ethers. - The antilmock characteristics of three elkyl ethers
are illustrated in figures 4(a) and 4(b) for lean snd rich fuel-air
$ ratios, respectively. At lean conditions (fig. 4(a)) in the A.S.T.M.
\ Aviation engine, isopropyl tert-butyl ether was appreciably higher
in antiknock value than either methyl or ethyl tert-butyl ether.
Ethyl tert-butyl ether appears to be slightly higher t~methyl
tbrt-butyl ether in this engine. In the
at both conditions, the results obtained
were directly opposite to those found in
17.6 engine (fig. 4(a))
for the three allql ethers
the A.S.T.M. Aviation engine.
Methyl tert-butyl ether waa eg.uelto or better than etl@ tert-butyl
.
ether and both were appreciably better than isopropyl tert-butyl ether.
This trend was found also at the rich conditions shown in figure 4(b).
The antiknock characteristics of five pheny’1elkyl ethers sre
sham in figure 4(c). In both engines methyl phenyl ethe~and
tert-butyl phenyl ether gave the lowest performance nunibers. The
remaining three ethers were about equal in performance in both engines.
A canparison of figures 4(a) and 4(c) shows that the yhenyl s3Q1
ethers investigated have considerably poorer antiknock character-





The effects of ortho, meta, and para structural arrangements
on the antiknock performance of phenyl alkyl ethers are illustrated
.
in fi.gure4(d). The basic ether for this -particularexample is
methyl phenyl ether (anisole), which,is shown on the left side of
the Xigure. The addition of a csz%on atom to the benzene ring to
form ~-methylanisole caused.a decrease in performance. Adding a
csrbon atom in the ,mstaor para position to form q-methyl~sole
and p+mdhylanisole slightly increased.the ant~ock performance.
In each engine, q-methylanisole and ~-methylanisole were about
equal in performance number and both were considerably better than
~~thyhni sole. This result waa similar to that obtained for ‘the .
sroraatics(figs. 3(e) to 3(g)).
Several ethers containing olefinic rsdicels are shown in
figure 4(e). Isopropyl methallyl ether and tert-butyl methallyl
ether blends had the highest perfomnance numbers of this group of
compotmde and phenyl methallyl ether the lowest. At A.S.T.M.
Aviation and A.S.T.M. Supercharge conditions, phe~l methsllyl
ether was the poorest of the 22 ethers examined.
Hydrogenating the benzene nucleus of anisole to give methyl
cyclohexyl ether is shown in figure 4(f} to yroduce a large drop in
perfomsmce nmiber. Of the three methyl cycloalkyl ethers shown,
all of which were relatively low, iuethylcyclopropyl ether was the
highest at A.S.T.M. Supercharge conditions end methyl cyclopentyl
ether was highest at A.S.T.M. Atiation colil.itions.
NACA RM E50H02
.
The relative antilmock characteristics of ell the ethers in-
vestigated are presented in figure 4(g) at A.S.T.M. Atiation (lean)
conditions. Under these conditions only the three tert-butyl alkyl
ethers raised the hock limit of the base fuels. The maximum
hnprovement inparfomne.nce number was 29 and was obtained with
isopropyl tert-butyl ether.
The antiknock characteristics of a31 the ethers investigated
are ccq~ed in figw~e 4(h) at A.S.T.M. Supercharge rich conditions.
Twelve of the ethers improved.the performance of the base fuel; the
.
greatest increase in knock-limited petiormance, about 63 performance
.
numbers, was obtained.with methyl tert-butyl ether.
figures 4(g) and 4(h) cleerly shows that nine of the
ethers have much better antilamck characteristics at
than at lean mixtures. It is slso apparent that
ethers show little promise as antiknock blending







agents at the A.S.T.M.
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Comparison of classes of compounds. - As a matter of interest,
the isomers having the highest antilcaockratings in figures 1,
.
3(i.),3(J))’4(g),and 4(h) have been plotted in figure 5. The per-
formance numbers have been plotted egainst boiling points in order
to illustrate the most promising antitiock compounds in the boiling
range of c-rcial gaaolines. Comparison of the curves in figure 5
is not strictly valid, insamuch as all the ismers in a given group-”
of compounds have not been studied. Within the Limitations of the
investigation,however, these %WO figures do illustrate how the
antiknock characteristicsof the better praffins, aromatics, and
.
ethers compare. s
By assuming the boiling range of aviation gasoline to be
100° to 338° F, it is seen (fig. 5(a)) that for A.S.T.M. Aviation
lean conditions the C5 and C~ paraffins have the h@hest per-





range between 130° and about 300° 3’,the ethers have the
performance numbers. Above 300° 1?the highest performance
were obtained with the enma.tic blends.
A.S.T.M. Superohage conditions (ftg. 5(b)), the pamffin
blends had the highest performance numbers in the range of boiling
temperatures from 80° to 120° F. Above 120° F the ethers had the
highest antiknock ratings up to a boiling temperature of 220°F.
At higher boiling temyeratuxes the emmatics exhibited superior
antiknock characteristics.
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Blending Characteristics
In the preceding section, the discussion
was based on studies in which 25 percent of a
of structural trends
given compound was
blended with a selected base fuel. On the basis of such studies, it
c-anbe concluded that one compound is better than snother or that sll
ccaq?oundsaline themselves in sn order of sntiknock performance that
is influenced by engine operating conditions. This situation is
complicated, however, in that the relative order of antibock value
of a series of compounds at a fixed engine condition is influenced.
.
by the concentration of the ccqound in the blends upon which such
.
an investigation is ba8ed. In other words, one ccmqoumd could be
better than smother if both were compared in 25-percent blends but
the reverse could be true If both were compared in 50-perce&i blends.
Blending cheracteristi.csof various potential.aviation-fuel
blending agents have been the su%ject of considerable investigation.
A portion of the more recent findings in such studies is reported.in
references 18 to 21. The results of these investigations show con-
clusively that compounds differ radically in their blending behavior
as regards antiknock performance.
In order to extend the current lmowledge of blendimg character-
istics of fuels, data obtained in the present invest~ation sre
discussed in the succeeding paragraphs.
.
30
Paraffins. - The blending
.—
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characteristics of peraffinic fuels at
rich fuel-air ratios may be expressed by the following equation:
.
.







hock-limited indicated mean effective pressure of blend
.-
C’
P1,P2,P3,...lmocMmiteded indicated .meaneffective pressures of
cmponents 1,2,3,..., respectively
N1,NO,N=,...mass fractions of components 1,2,3,.... respectively, .
LCJO in blend
The application of this equation to data
vestigation is illustrated in figure 6(a) for
in the present in- *
the A.S.T.M. Superchmge
engine. The ordinate of this figurk is a reciprocal scale emd the
abscissa is lineer. For the fuels show% 2?2~3,4-tetr~ethyU?ent=}
2,3,3,4-tetrsmethylpentane,
relation with the base fuel
50-percent added paraffin.
and 2,2,3-trimsthylbutane,the blending
is linear up to a concentration of
frock-limited indicated uean effective
pressures (fig. 6(a)) for 2,2,3,4-tetramethylpentme and 2,3,3,4-
tetramethylpentane are from reference 12*. s~l= data for 2~2~3-





Although data for these fuels at lean fuel-air ratios are not
.
shown herein, an examination of such data iz@icated that the blending
relation is nonlinear. The authors of reference 18 attribute this
fact to the variation of the end gas temperature frcm one blend to
another. That is, for a system in which a psraffinic blending sgent
is blended with a psraffinic base stock, the relation between the
reciprocal of the knock-limited performance and the cmqositlon will
be linear if the end gas temperature, or a wall temperature closely
related to the end gas temperature, is held constant for each blend
.
tested.
. Olefins. - Blending data for two olefins (reference 12) are shown
in figure 6(b) for the A.S.’I!.Ii.Supercharge engine operating at a
rich fuel-air ratio. In this case, olefinic blending agents are
blended with a psraffinic base fuel and the resulting relation between
the reciprocal of the lmock-llmited performance and composition is
nonlinesr. The blendfng equation (1) is based upon one assmqtion,
that for the equation to apply the blends should be tested at a
constant percentage of excess of fuel or air. The differences
between stoichiometric fuel-air ratios for olefins and paraffins,
however, do not appear sufficiently great to explain the nonlinearity





Aromatics. - The blending relations for the arcm.atichydrocarbons
(f%. 6(C)), like those of the olefins (fig, 6(3)), were found to be -
nonlinear in the A.S.T.M. Supercharge engine at rich mixtures. With
the exception of 1,,2-dimethylbenzeneand 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene,all
the arcmatics increased the knock-limited performance of the base
fuel at the concentration investigated.
It has previously been mentioned that the concentration level
at which cmpounda are examined may have considerable effect on the
relative order of ~tiknock rating, as shown in figure 6(c) for
isopropylbenzene. For example, a blend of 50 percent by volume of
.
isopropylbenzenehas the second highest anti?mock rating of the .
—
aromatics investigated; at concentrationsbelow 3.5percent by volume,
however, the performance of isopropylbenzene is exceeded by that
of 1,3-dimethylbenzene,1,3-diethylhenzene,l-ethyl-4-tnethylbenzene,
and ~-propylbenzene.
This result can perhaps be seen a little more clearly in
figure 7(b), in which the blending data for the A.S.T.M. Supercharge
engine are illustrated by a ber cluwt. The hydrocarbons are listed
on this chez.%in order of decreasing antilmock rating, as determined
by the 50-percent blends. At lower concentrations,however, the bars







conditions (fig. 7(a)), the vemiation of
tith composition was found to be different
frcathat,obtained at A.S.T.M. Supercharge conditions (figs. 6(c) and
?(b)). For exaqle, the data presented in figure 7(a) indicate that
the knock-limited perfomnance of the base fuel is decreased as the
concentration of aromatic is
the eramatics do not rate in
Ethers. - Blending data
increased. Moreover, in figure 7(a)
the sszneorder at sll concenbations.
for six ethers determined at A.S.T.M.
Supercharge conditions are shown inf@ure 8(b). Methyl tert-butyl
.
ether and ethyl tert-butyl ether have the highest antilmock char-
acteristics of the six ethers at ell concentrations. Isopropyl
tert-lnztylether is also better than the three ercmatic ethers at
a concentration of 50 percent; however, at concentrations below
about 20 percent isopropyl tert-butyl ether is lower than any of
the other ethers.
The ethers shown in figure El(b),like the olefins
do not follow the reciprocal.blending relation defined
and ar-ticsJ
by equation (l).
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.
The blending relations for the ethers in figure 8(b) were
*
investigated at A.S.T.M. Aviation conditions and the results obtain- .
ed are presented in figure 8(a). At these conditions, the three
tert-butyl slkyl ethers all improved the knock-limited performance
—
of the base fuel; the improvement became greater & concentration was
increased. On the other hand, the three uomatic ethers decreased







to determine the effects of changes of inlet-air tem-
perature on knock-limited performance,most of the hydrocarbons and
.
ethers were evaluated in the 17.6 engine at inlet-air temperatures ,
of 100° and 250° F. These tests were made with each compound in
20-percent-by-volumeblends with isooctane. The final blends were
evaluated at both temperatures in the unleaded state and with
4 ml TEL per gallon. (See tables Vand~, respectively.) The
greatest portion of the temperat~e-sensitivity studies of this inves-
tigation were conducted on blends with isooctane. A few experiments,
however, were made in which the cmnpounds were blended with the tied





!llheterm “temperature sensitivity” has been given several
-
definitions by investigators in the field of fuel reseerch; however,
none of these defititionA has been wholly satisfactory. Perhaps the
data offering the most scientific approach to such a definition me
reported in references 17 and 22 to 24, but the emphasis in these
references is placed upon engine severity rather then the more
restricted idea of temperature sensitivity; that is, engine severity
is a more inclusive term that considers other facbors of engine per-
formance such as compression ratio, spark advance, engine speed, and
.
cooling, as well as inlet-air temperature.
.
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Considerable experimental.data are required in order to evaluate
fully the engine severity as described.in references 17 and 22 to 24
and inmost cases during the present investigation the available
quantities of the pure fuels were too small for extensive studies.
For this reason, the sensitivity studies of these fuels to chamges of
engine conditions were restricted merely to measurements of the effect
of inlet-air temperature on knock-limited perfomnance. In SO doing it
was necessary to establish arbitrarily a definition for temperature
Sensitivity. This term is defined by the fo~owing equation:
Relative knock-limited hnep of blend (inlet air at 100° F)
temperature= knock-limited imep of baae-fuel (inlet air at 100° F)
sensitivity knock-limited imep of blend (inlet air at 250” F)
hock-limited imp of base fuel (inlet air at 250” F)
The term “relative” is used in this definition inasmuch as the equation
essentially describes the temperature sensitivity of the blend relative
to that of the base fuel. This definition
references 5 to 11 and 13. The base fuels
paraffins and do not show high temperature
is the same as that used in










this equation for ell the
presented in table VIII.
In the discussion of temperature sensitivity in the followtng psra-
37
graphs and in the subsequent discussion of lead susceptibility, it
should be remembered that the da~ were obtained over a long pericd of
time and reproducibility errors therefore exist. Although no exten-
sive reproducibility data were obtained, a few such runs indicated that
“relativetemperature sensitivities ccqnzted b~ the equation and rela-




Paraffins. -The temperature sensitivities of unleaded and leaded
paraffinic fuel blends in the 17.6 engine at two fuel-air ratios are
ccqared in figure 9(a) and 9(b). Of the paraffinic blending agents
investigated.(references 12 and 13), the three nonanes 2,3,3,4-
tetremethylpentanej 2,2,3,4-tetremethylpentane,and 2,2,3,3-
tetrsmethylpentane appear to be most sensitive to changes of inlet-air
temperature at the lean fuel-air ratio in unleaded blends (fig. 9(a]).
At the rich fuel-air ratio, however, the differences in temperature




In figures 9(a) and 9(b), the paraffins ere listed in the same
.
order. Inspection of these plots illustrates that tetraethyl lead
affects temperature sensitivity. For exemple, in figure 9(a) and
9(b) the order of temperature sensitivities of the various paraffins
are obviously’different at both fuel-air ratios.
As previously’mentioned, a few of the compounds
tigation were exanined in blends with the mixed base
vestigation of reference 13, peraffinic and olefini,c
.
in blends with the mixed base fuel were subjected to
in this inves-
fuel l In the in-
blending agents
variations of
compression ratio. By ccmputing these data in the manner explained in
references 23 and 24, it is possible to c~pare over a reasonably wide
range the influence of engine severity on hock-limited performance.
This effect i.sdetermined by computation of compression-airdensities
and compression temperatures at the knock limit; the main assumption
is that these factors are related in same manner to end-g+ densities
and temperatures that cannot be directl.yme-ured (reference 17). The

























compression-airdensity, pound per cubic inch
intake-air flow, pound per minute
cmupression ratio
intake cycles per minute
engine displacaent volme, cubio inches
compression-air temperature, %?
intake-air ~etnperature,%
ratio of specific heat of charge at constant pressure to that
at constant volmne (assumed to be 1.4)
Although the data in reference 13 were determined by varying the
compression ratio, it is-apparent from the equation of compression
tauperature that the effect of vexying the compression ratio is
equivalent to that of varying the intake-air temperature.
The sensitivities of two paraffinic fuels (reference 13) ere
shown in fQures 10(a) and 10(b) at two fuel-air ratios in a modi-
fied.A.S.T.M. Supercharge engine. The two paraffin blends =e more
sensitive than the base fuel to changes of compression ratio or
intake-air temperature, as indicated by the slopes of the curves in
figures 10(a) and lO(b). The two paraffin blende hed”lower knock
limits than the base fuel at severe conditions (high compression
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.
Olefins. - Plots similar to those in figures 10(a) and.10(b) are
.
shown in figwes 1O(C) and lo(d) for three olefins In blends with the -
mixed base fuel (reference 13). At both fuel-atr ratios, the three
$
olefin blends were more sensitive to change of engine severity than
the base fuel. At the severe conditions the three olefin blends had





had higher knock limits.
The temperature sensitivities of smxnatic llends
17.6 engine are shown in figures 9(c) and 9(d)0
listed in figure 9(c) in the order of decreasing
sensitivity at the rich fuel-air ratio. As in the case of paraffins
(figs. 9(a) and 9(b]), the sensitivities were inconsistentfrom one
fuel-air ratio ta another. Moreover! the sensitivitieswere influenced
by tetraethyl.lead.
The most sensitive arczae.ticsat the rich fuel-air ratio
(fig. 9(c)) were l,3+imethylbenzene, l-methyl-4-isowopylbenzene, ‘
and tert.-butylbenzene;whereas at the lean fuel-air ratio, a number of
amxuatics had high sensitivities. ~ leaded blends (fig. 9(d)), the
differences in relative temperature sensitivity emong the aramatics
were not great at the rich fuel-ti ratio, but at a lean fuel-am
ratio appreciable differences occurred. At the lean fuel-air ratio,
—
a number of the eromatics had sensitivities 20 to 25 percent greater





It has been shown herein that 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene
.
tert-butylbenzenehad higher perfo~ce numbers then the




Aviation methcd (fig. 3(i)). For this reason the temperature sensi-
tivities ofthese two eromatics are of particular interest. These
two momatics in unleaded blends have temperature sensitivities equal
to or greater than sensitivities of the other aromatics in.vestiga.ted
at the leem fuel-air ratio (fig. 9(c)). On the other hand, the leaded
blends shown in figure 9(d) indicate that the temperature sensitivity
.
of tert-lutylbenzene is reduced considerably,whereas 1,3,5-
. trimethylbenzene is still quite sensitive.
Similarly, emong the better sromatics at A.S.T.M. Supercharge
conditions (fig. 3(j)) were 1,3-dimethyl-5-ethylbenzene2l-methyl-3~5-
diethylbenzene, l-methyl-4-tert-butylbenzene,and 1,3,5-tri.ethylbenzene.
As indicated in figure 9(c) for unleaded blends at a rich fuel-air
ratio, these four eromati.csshow only mbderate temperature sensitivity
vexying between 1.0 and 1.05. In leaded blends (fig. 9(d)) and at a
rich fuel-air ratio, the four aromatics still exhibited only moderate




Compression-air density teqerature relations were determined
for se~eral,arcmatics and ae reyorted in reference 10. me relation
.
— —
obtained for three of the aromatics is presented in figures 10(e) and
10(f) in order to lll&trate the nature of the results. As indicated
by the slopes of the curves in these figures, the
the aromatic blends exe somewhat greater than the
base fuel.
sensitivities of
sensitivity of the $
b
\
Ethers. - Teqerature sensitivities detemnined for six ethers
sre shown in figures 9(e) and 9(f). The ethers (unleadedblends) are
listed in figure 9(e) in the order of decreasing Sensitivity at the
.
rich fuel-air ratio (0.ll); at this fuel-air ratio the three emmatic .
ethers appear to be more sensitive to temperature changes than do
the tert-butyl slkyl ethersj with the possible exception of methyl
tert-butyl ether. At the lean fuel-air ratio (0.065), anisole appears
to be the most sensitive of the ethers; however, with consideration
for the estimated reproducibility of these data
real difference in the sensitivities of the six
w lesded blends (fig. 9(f)), the ~~tic
there may be little
ethers shown.
ethers are perhaps
more temperature-sensitivethan the tert-butyl alkyl ethers with
the possible exception of methyl utyl ether at the lean fuel-
air ratio. At the rich fuel-air ratio, anisole and ~-methylanisole
show the highest sensitivities;however, the experimental accuracy
may minimize the apparent differences sh~ on the figures.
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Ch3nparison of classes of ccmrpounds.- The temperature sensi-
.




procedure used in preparing these plots was the same as that used
figure 5.
In figure 11 at two
greatest temperature










boiling range of 100°
the aromatics sre more sensitive than the
h the boiling range from 300°to 350° F,
temperature sensitivities comparable to those
Lead Susceptibility
Lead susceptibilities of the vsrious orge.miccompounds inves-
tigated.were determined in the 17.6 engine by compsring unleaded blends
(20 percent by volume) with blends containing 4 ml TEL per gellon.
Data were obtained at two inlet-ah temperatures, 100° smd 250°”F.
(See table D.)
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Lesd susceptibility, or lead resyonse, is usually defined as
the increase in octane number or power output resulting from the
.
.
addition of a given quantity of W&i@@ lead to a fuel. For the
present invest~ation, however, lead susceptibility is expressed in
a manner similsx to that used for temperature sensitivity:
Icno’ck-ljtited
-cof blend + 4 ?lif,&@. \
Relative lead= .lmock-limited
-0of base fuel + 4ml,TRL/$@.
susceptibility knock-limited imep of blend + O ml TEL/ml. $
lmock-lhnited imp of base fuel + Oml. Z!EI&el
As in the foregoing discussion of temperature sensitivity, the
estimated accuracy of these ratios is about @.OS. .
Paraffins. - The lead susceptibilities of sti paraffinic blends
.
- shownin figures 12(a) smd 12(b). Inf@zre 12(a) (i~et-ati
temperature, 100° F), the fuels are arranged in order of decreasing
response at the rich mixtuzw. At this condition 2,4-dimethyl-
3-ethylpentaneexhibits the greatest susceptibility to tetraethyl
lead, but at the lean fuel-air ratto 2,3-dim,ethylpentene,2,2,3-
trimethylbutane,and 2,2,3,4-tetrae~lpentane have the best







In figure 12(b) (inlet-air temperature, 250° F), the fuels are
.
listed in the same order as that of f@ure 12(a), but little or no
difference in lead susceptibility is appsrent at the rich fuel-air
ratio except in the case of 2,2,3-trimethylbutane. At the lean
fuel-air ratio, 2,2,3,4-tetremethylpentaneand 2,3,3,4-
tetremethylpentanehad the highest lead susceptibilities.
Olefins.
- A limited amount of data was obtained in the 17.6
engine to show the lead susceptibility of olefins in Z?O-percent-”
by-volume blends with isooctme. (See table “D(a).) For convenience,
.








2,3-dtmethyl-2-pentene 0.95 1.00 1.00 0.95
2,3,4-trimethyl-2-pentene 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05





Aromatics. - In figures 12(c) end 12(d), the lead susceptibilities
of aromatic blends are shown. The blends in figure 12(c) are listed
in order of decreasing response at the rich fuel-air ratio. At this
ratio, the data indicate that l-methyl-4-ethylbenzene5.sthe arcma.tic
most susceptible to addittons of tetraethyl lead. This PSZ’tiCldW
aromatic also had the greatest response at the lean fuel-air ratio.
From figures 12(c) and 12(d) lead susceptibility is obviously
affected by fuel-air ratia. -.,
.
At the higher inlet-air temperature (fig. 12(d)), the trend in
lead susceptibility differs frcm that observed at 100°.F (f%. 12(C))
for the emmatics. For the rich fuel-air ratio (fig.12(d)), three
of the emma.tics, l-methyl-4-ethylbenzene,1,3-dimethylbenzene, and,
l-methyl-4-iso~opylbenzbne, appe= to be the most susceptible. At
the lean fuel-air ratio, however, tert-butylbenzene is considerably
more susceptible than the other emmatics.
Ethers. - Lesilsusceptibilities of the ether blends are pre-
sented in figures lZ(e) and 12(f). At an inlet-air
of 1oo” F (fig. 12(e))~ methyl te~-butyl ether @
have the greatest lead susceptibilitiesat the lean













At an inlet-air temperature of 250° F (fig. 12(f)), the three
*
tert-butyl slkyl ethers have the highest msce~tibilities at the
leen fuel-air ratio. The three smmatic ethers and methyl
tert-butyl ether exhibit the highest susceptibilities at the rich
fuel-air ratio.
Comparison of classes of ccmpounds. - In figure 13, the lead
susceptibilities are plotted against boiling points for the iscmsrs
having highest lesd susceptibilities in each class of cmqounds.
At both lean (fig. 13(a)) amdrich (f%. 13(b)) fuel-air ratio, the
.
low-boiling ethers appear to be most susceptible to tetraethyl lead
. in the boiling
Sxomatics show
ramge from 125° to 160° F. Above 160° F, the
the greatest lead response.
CONCLUDING REMKRKS
On the basis of an investigation of the type reported herein, it
is difficult to draw any spec~mic conclusions, inasmuch as antiknock
characteristics =e influenced by - factors. The relative order of
antiknock ratings of a series of ccmpounds is influenced by engine con-
ditions, by the tetraethyl-lead content, and by tineconcentration of
blending agent in the base fuel with which a cmnparison is tie. With
consideration for these factors, tert-butylbenzene,methyl and e~hyl
tert-butyl ethers, and 2,2,3-trimethylbutaneand several nonsnes were
smong the best compounds in their respective organic
selection was based upon temperature sensitivity and





In an effort to generalize the data obtained in this investi-
gation, the subsequent conclusions are expressed in terms of the
.
relation of various performance factors to the gasoline boiling
ramge as influenced by the classes of organic ccmq?ovndsinvest3.-
gate&. Fur}hemuore, these conclusions must neces&uxlly be
restricted to the limitations of this investigation and therefore
cannot be applied without exception.
Antiknock ratiruqs.- In the low-boiling
highest sntiknock ratings are among the more






the ethers excel; in
the high-boiling
ratings.
range the aromatics have the h@hest entiknock ._
Temperature sensitivity. - In the low-boning gasoline range)
the data are incomplete as regwds tenrperaturesensitivity, but
.-
there are indications that the volatile ethers are more sensitive
to temperature changes th~ are the pargffins or emmatics. In the -_ ~
intermediate and high-boiling ranges of gasoline, the aromatics ere
more sensitive to temperature then the psraffins and the ethers.
Moreover, the sromatics that have
also sensitive to temperature.
the highest antikhock ratings are
.
.
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.
Lead susceptibility.
- In the low-boiling gasoline rsmge, the
data ere incomplete as regemis lead susceptibility,but there are
indications that the more volatile ethers are more susceptible to
additions of tetraethyl lead than sxe the peraffins and the eromatics.t
In the intermediate and high-boiling ranges of gasoline, the
aromatics show greater lead susceptibility than either the ps,rsffins
or the ethers.
Lewi& Flight Propulsion Laboratory,
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bCqoling-air flow was detemsined by running engine at brake mean effective
pressure of 140 lb/sq in. and fuel-air ratio of 0.10 and by adjusting air






(a) Paraffins and olefins?.
Formula Freezing Boiling point Dens ity at Re~Faatlve
Paraffine and olefins point 200 c index
(00) (OF) (00) (grin/ml ) #
Paraffins
2-Methylbut me c& -159; 890 82.14 27.854 0.61967
2,2-Dimethylbutane C6H14 -99.73 121.54 49.743 0.64917
2,3-Dimethylbutane
-128.41 136.38 57.990 .66164
2,2, 3-Trimethylbutane c7H16- -24.96 177.57 80.871 0.69002
2,3-D5methylpentane -------- 193. 62? 89.79 .6951.2
2,2, WIMmethylpentane C8H3J3 -112.27 229.72 1o9.044 0.71605
2,3, 3-Trtiethylpentane -100.7’0 238.57 114.763 .72620
2,3, 4-Trimethylpentane -109.210 236.25 113.470 .71905
2,2,3, 3-Tetramethylpentane C9H20 -9.9 284.41 140.23 0.7566
2,2,3, 4-Tetramethylpantane , -121.6 271.42 133.01 .7390
2,2,4, 4-Tetramethylpentane -66.54 252.10 122.28 .7196
2,3,3, 4-Tetramethylpentene -102.1 286.77 141.54 .7547
2, 4-Dimethyl-3-ethyl-
pentane -------- 278.11 136.73 .7379
Olaftns














2,3-Dimethyl-2-pant em C7H14 -119 207 97 0.728 1.421
2,3, 4-Trimethyl-2-pent ane c~H16 ------- 24.I.27 116.26 0.7434 1.4275
2,4, 4-Trimethyl-l-pent me -83.5 214.59 101.44 .7150 1.4086
2,4, 4-Trimethyl-2-pant ane -106.4 220.84 104.91 .7212 1.4160
3,4, 4-Trl.methyl-2-pant ene —------ 234 112 .739 1.423











TABLE II - PlN8lCAL PROP~TI~ - Continued
(b) Aromatlca.
Formula Freezing Boiling point De~o:t; at Refractive
AromatLo point index(o~) (%) (Oc) (gre+l) ~o
Benzene c6H6 5.49 176.2 80.1 0.8789 1.5012
Methylbenzene C7H8 -95.014 231.1 110l6 0.8670 1.4967
Ethylbenzene %%0 -95.025 276.8 136.0 0.8672 1.49601,2-Dimethylbenzene -25.34 291.9 144.4 .8799 1.5052
1,3-Dimethylbenzene -48.31 282.4 139.1 .8642 1.4971
1,4-Dimethylbenzene 13.25 281.1 138.4 .8610 1.4960
n-Propylbenzene %#12
?sopropylbenzene
-99.61 318.7 159.3 0.8620 1.4920
-96.16 306.3 152.4 .8621 1.4913
l-Methyl-2-ethylbenzene -80.94 329.2 165.1 .8807 1.5045
l-Methyl-3-ethylbenzene -95.62 322.3 161.3 .8645 1.4965
l-Methyl-4-ethylbenzene -53.60 323.6 162.0 .8611 1.4951
1,2,3-Trimethylbenzene -25.97 34900 176.1 .8945 1.5137
1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene -44.23 336.7 169.3 .8758 1.5048
1,3,5-Trimethylbenzene -44.85 328.8 164.9 .8650 1.4990
n-Butylbenzene c@l~ -88.19 361.8 183.2 0.8603
Tsobutylbenzene
1l 4898
-51.87 342.0 172.2 .8527 1.4860
sec-Butylbenzene -75.73 343.9 173.3 .8620 1l 4900
~t-Butylbenzene -57.96 336.6 169.2 .8665 1.4925
~thyl-4-isopropyl-
benzene -68.39 351.0 177.2 .8568 1.4906
1,2-Diethylbenzene -32.05 361.8 183l2 .8797 1.5032
1,3-Diethylbenzene -84.64 358.9 181.6 .8643 1.4955
1,4-Diethylbenzene -43.31 362.7 183.7 .8621 1.4948
1,3-Dbethyl-5-ethyl-
benzene -84.43 362.5 183.6 .8647 1,4980
l-Methyl-3-tert-butyl-
benzene — c~~H~6 -41.53 372.6 189.2 0.8658 1.4945
l-Hethyl-4-tert-butyl-
benzene — -52.73 378.7 192.6 .8612 1l 4919
l-Methyl-3,5-diethyl-
benzene -74.01 393.1 200.6 .8633 1.4969


































































































































































A.S .T.M. SUPEKXARGE p~FmNCE NDMBm ~
ISOOC!CANEAND WITH MIXED BASE FUEL CONSIST-
ISOOCTANE AND 12.5-PERCENT =-HEPTANEa
TABLE III - A.S.T.M. AVIATION AND
LEADED AND UNLEADED BLENDS WITH
ING OF 87.5-PIRCENT (BY VOLUME)
(e.) Paraffins and olefins.
Performance number 1






Unleaded 4 ml TEL/gal 4 ml TEL/gal t
Volume percent Volume percent paraffin
paraffin or olerti or olefln in blend ith
in blend with ~mixed base fuel
isooctane
10 20 10 20 10 25 50 10 25 50
Pararfins












































----- 126 --- 107 --- 127
145 133 120 118 111 125
---.-
------ --- 118 --- 111
137 131 117 110 106 125








I 1 I 1 I I I I I I
?,3-Dimethyl-2-pentene C7H14 I---178
%ER +-%-El?,3,4-Trimethyl-2-pentene?,4,4-Trbe thyl-1-pentene”2,4,4-Trimethyl-2-pentenec3,4,4-Trimethyl-2-pentene C8H16 80 77--- ------- ----96 92 !&g3!!j
.,.-.
aperrom=ce numbers greater than 161 were determined as follows:
~
performance number = 161tiep of imep of blendIeooctane + 6 ml TEL/gal
bA.S.T.M. Aviation and A.S.T.L!.Supercharge performance numbers of mixed base
fuel, 1.20and 112, respectively.
CA.S.T,g@ Supercharge data ror oompound determined at a cUtmIerciallaboratov;




ISOWTANEAND WITH MIXED BASE FUEL CONSIST-
ISOCXTANE AND 12.5-PERCEiT @lEPTANEa -
.
— —
TABLE III - A.S.T.M. AVIATION AND
LFADED AND UNLEADED BLENDS WITH




A.S.T.M. Aviation method I A.S.T.M. ~





















-::- 86 ----- 124
--- 95 ----- 142
96 88 ----- ------
---- ----- 115
91 % 141 121

















































































-----] 140 ---- I1261----
1.,3,5-Triethylbenzene C12H18 ---- 93 ----- 140
aper~-~ ~~bers greater than 161 were determinedas follows:
lmep of blendperformance number ~161~ep of isoootane + TEL/ga~ *
bA.S.T.M. Aviation and A.S.T.M. Supercharge performance numbers of mixed base







TASLE III - A.S.T.M. AVIATION AND A.S.T.M. SUPERCHARGE PERFORMANCE NUMBHRS OF
LEADED AND cNLEADED BLENDS WITH ISOCCTANE AND WITH MIXED BASE FUEL CC/#SIST-
















































A.S.T.M. Aviation method I A.S.T.M. I

































































































aperfor~nce n~bers greater than 161 were determined aS follows:
imep of blend

























bA.S.T.M. Aviation and A.S.T.?i.Supercharge @performancenumbers of mixed base
. fuel, 120 and 112, respectively.
TABLE IV - A. S.T.M. S@!fU?H4R13SlRlifXK-LIMITEO IWDICATED MEAW EPFEOTIV2 PH?=SDRE HATICS OF BI@fIX3 WITH MI%8D
BASE FUEL COMSISTIWG OF 87.5 -PERCPWT (BY VOLUME) ISOCCTAWE AWD 12.5 -PJ!fiCm @RPTAHK + 4 ML TEL PKR GALLOH
[Standard condltiens]


























0.065 0.07 0.065 0.10 0.11 0.065 0.07 0.0s5 0.10 0.11 0.06S 0.07 0.065 0.10 0.11
Paraff in%
C7%6 1.0+2 1.05 1.08 1.09 1.11 1.I.2
------ ---- ----- “.-. ----
.96
%#20 .---- ---- ----- ---- ---- 0.83
0.90 0.93 1.04 1.0s 1.10 .05
.95 .94 1.03 1.09 1 l 1.1 “.87









C7H14 ----. ...- ----- ---- ---- 0.76 0.79 o.6a
C8H16 0.84 0.62 0.92 1.00 1.00 0.69 0.67 0.72
.07 .87 1.53 1.02 1.03 .75 .73 .79
E
1.29 1.30 1.49 1.51 1.66
1.W 1.00 ----- ---- -----
1.31 1.39 ----- ---- -----
1.19 1.24 0.80 0.76 0.68
1.23 1.26 .75 .70 1.06







0.95 1.02 ----- ---- ----- ---- ----
0.86 0.93 0.59 0.30 0.48 0.56 0.67
.91 .97 .66 .59 .59 .“72 .84 ‘
.-
kneek-llmited imep of blend with 4 ml T@Ral
kuook-llmited













TABLE IV - A.S .T.M. 9UPmCHARilE K20CK-LI141T~ IHDICATKO HWll KF7ECTIW4 PRBSORE RATI@ CW =ti+ wI’E4 M-
RASE mm. CC41919TI10 m 6’7.5-P5w91T (6Y VOLUHX) 190WTANE Am U.5-p~~ !l+~~E + 4 ~ T= ~
-—-.-— .





























Voltme PWdrA’Itmmr.tia in bland wltb mixed bme fuel
10 m 60
+1-ri-l
0.s4 0.26 1.OE 1.10 l.11 0.94
1.14 1.16 1.16 1.11 1.12 1.05
---- ..- ----- ---- ---- .86
---- ---- ----- ---- --- 1.11
1.01 1.04 l.11 1.15 1.16 .96
..-. --- ---- ---- ---- .6a
.96 ,96 .ea .W/ .81
l% 1,10 1.13 1.16 1.18 .94
0.66 I.00 1.04 1.07 l.m 0.87
.V5 1.04 1.09 1.09 l.11 .B1
1.01 .99 1.05 1.07 1.06 1.C5
1.04 1.06 1.10 1.14 1.16 1.U
-----l----l-----lO---l----ll.10
----1---1----1---1----I1”11
. ..- ---- ----- ----
---- 1.10
--- ----




































D.lo 0.11 O.ods 0.0? O.md 0.10 0.17.
1.16 1.19 0.74 0.7s l.es 1.SV 1.51
1.29 1.s7 O.a 0.99 1.87 0.4s ----
1.e9 1.s7 0.99 1.07 1.44 1.71 ----1
.01 .91 .60 .73 .67 .D6 1.0
1.48 1.51 .eo .661.76 2.s6 a.7













1.16 1.16 O.V7 0,91 1.E3 1.34 1.4S
1.86 1.30 .90 l.o4 1.9B 1.44 1.69
1.25 1.31 .m ..97 1.17 1.4s 1.d6
1.4S 1.47 1.CM 1.15 1,46 8.= 8.M
1.3 1.45 .77 .87 1.s5 h34 a.m
1.04 1.07 ----- ---- ----- ---- ----
1.4s :.SJ .= .86 1.23 1.s1 8.09
1. . ----- ---- ---- --- ----
1.41 1.49 ----- ---- ----- ---- ---
1.40 1.49 ----- --- ----- ---- --
.TASL2 IV - A.S .T.M. SOPY?JWKAFS3B ~OCK-LIM17!6D ~ICAY!KD MSAN FFPWTIVE FRE?+WHIi RATIOS W 2LHIT8 VIl!E M= EWE
In




























Volume peroent ether in bland with mixed bode fuel















.99 .00 1.05 1.13 1.16 .91
----- ---- ----- ---- -----
.97
----- ---- ----- ---- ----
.60
----- ---- ------- ---- ----
.95
----- --- ..... ----
---- 1.06
—.-. -—. -.--- ---- ---
.9’3
----- ---- -.--- ---- -----
.42
----- ---- -.-.- ---- ---- &
----- --- -“. -. ---- ,----
.95




.---- ---- --.-- ---- ..”--
.77
----- ---- ----- ---- ---- ,.
P 66
J--- ,---- ----- .-— ---- .64
----- ---- ----- --- -----
.61
----- ---- ----- -... ----
.67
----. ---- ----- --- ----
.63




































).10 0.11 O.WM 0.07 O.(M5 0.10 0.11
..32 1.69 2.22 1.44 1.25 2.08 2.34
..34 1.37 1.97 1.25 1.42 1.S6 1.70
..29 1.33 %.s 1.43 1.46 1.63 1.66
..13 1.26 .82 .63 .6s .92 1.21
..21 1.30 .95 .65 .64 .06 1.21
..15 1.2P .94 .65 .66 .m 1.19
..21 1.31 ....- ---- --.-- ---- ---
.75 .s5 ----- ---- ----- ---- ----
..10 1.32 -.-.- ---- --.-- ---- ----
..27 1.35 ---,-- ---- !----- ---- ----
..26 11.36 ---- b---- ----- ---- ‘---- I
..06 ‘1.21 ----- ---- --.-- ---- ----
.96 .49 ------ ---- ----- ---- ----
..20 1.24 ----- *--- ------ -... ----
.34 ---- ,---- ----- ---- ....
.s3 ----- ---- -.--- ---- ...-.
.92 ----- ---- -.,.-- ---- ----
.97 ...... ---- ----- ---- ----
.al —--- --- ---.- ---- ---
.25 ----- ---- ----- ---- ----
.76 ----- ---- ....- ---- --”.














TABLE V - 17.6 INC+ISE KWXK-LIMIIIED ISDICATHO WAli ~EUJ!IVB PR~SDRE RATICS OF DHLEADED BLRJDS
~anPressfon ratio, ‘7.0; engine speed, 1800 rpm; coolant temperature, 212° F; spark .dvnnce,





Inlet-air tanperature, 250° F Met-air temperature, 10Q”
araffina and ola fina ormula Volume peroent” added paraffin or olefin in blend with isoooteme
10 26 50
Fuel-air ratio
























knock-limited tiep ef bltmd





















ittfEfj..09 1.15 1.14 1.12 1.17 1.23 1.27).82 0.E9 0.96 0.95 0.96 0.99 1.02
TABLE V - 17.6 IXOIHE 31iWK-L~ lHDICArm MM EIWEZTIV2 PRR3SURE RATIC3 OF tOILF.LDBIJ~ WITH 12DwTAH6 -
0.nt4nued





























Inlet-air teqm+am, Q-@ F Inlet-air temperature, Ux@
mlw pemmt arcmIt40 h blind withlaoootme
10
%ilE
1.0E=5O.O7 0.0,6 0.10 0.11 D.M
1.001.01l.oa l.oa 1.04 1.00
1.04 1.W 1.05 1.OB Ill 1.04
l.~ 1.o2 l.o4 1.11 1.16 1.08
.85 .96 .9a .97 1.00 .80
.96 1.06 1.07 1.0s .83
1:~ 1.01 1.10 1,12 1.14 l.o4
3.48 0.9P 1.03 1.10 1.16 0.89
1.01 1.00 1.09 1.14 1.1,51.05
--- ---- ----
— ---- l.m
----- --- ---- --- --- 1.11
1.00 l.ca l.m 1.02 1.06 1.W
---- ---- ---- ..- --
.87
.91 .Ua .93 .’m 1.01 .e7
.06 .99 1.0s 1..15l.al .01
0.95 0.s!30.87 O.w 1.W3 0.93
.EIB .98 .w, lJW 1.07 .w
.88 1.00 1.C6 1.U9 1.10 .W



































































.95 1.08 1.10 L.w 1.14 1.14 1.81 1.39 1.37
L.01 1.03 l.m 1.11 1.04 1.06 1.11 1.11 1.3.9
L.04 1.11 1.84 1.s0 1.a7 1.97 lag 1.46 1.49
L.ls 1,2s 1.s4 1.41 1.a2 1.s3 1.44 1.44 1.41.
&iikkb&L.D7 1..17 1.84 I.ea 1= 1.E6 l.al 1.35 1.59
L.14 1.89 I.al 1.a7 1.m .1.62 1 .a7 1.40 1.3s
L.11 1.9s l.ao 1.4 1.s0 1.34 1.4a 1.61 1.51
L.04 l.la 1.31 1.48 1.3.5 1.a7 1.46 1.50 1.49
, , , .






TABLE V - 17.6 EZWJME K20CK-LIMITED ItilUCA~ MEW E?F20TIVE PRFSSUSE 2ATICS OF U3LWIBD 21MBS WITH 19000TAUE -
Cmeluded












I Inlet-air temperature. 230° F IInlet-airtemperature,100° I
Volume pert ent ether in blend with isooetene

















knook-l~ited imep of blend
abep ratio = ~mk-ltii ted Imep or leeeoiane
Fuel-ati ratio
O.10 0.11 0.065 0.07 0.065 0.10 0.11 0.065 0.07 0.065 0,10 0.11
1.16 1.16 1.15 1.14 .1.20 1.s4 1.38 1.26 1.28 1.35 1.37 1.35
1.20 1.21 1.24 1.26 1.28 1.37 1.43 1.33 1.32 1.31 1.35 1.s7
1 .la 1.14 1.19 1.19 1.21 1.27 1.30 1.29 1.29 1.27 1.27 1.R6
1.10 1.15 1.I.3 1.10 1.09 1.20 1.32 1.20 1.27 1.26 1.s1 1.s4
1.16 1.18 1.27 1.24 1.17 1.31 1.40 1.40 1.87 1.33 1.41 1.41.







- 17.6 ElfGIKE K20CK-LIKITEO IUDICAT= H EFF2CTIVE PR~ORE RATIOS OF BLEX22 WITH 1200CTAM2 + 4 ML
TEL Pm GALLOM
~cmpresshn ratio, 7.0; engine speed, 1200 I.pm; ooolent t.empematuie, E12° F; spark advance, 50° B.T.C~
(a) PamaLTin8 and olefim .
Pamffim and olefins
Imp rat~d
Inlet-ah temperature, 260° F Iulet-alr temperature e, 100° F
Volume p& ent added paraffin or olefin in blend with is ooctane
Formula 10 20 20
Fuel-air rat 10






1.06 1.10 1.19 1.23 1.17 1.18 1.21
1.10 1.15 1.24 1.27 1.17 1.18 1.20








?,3-Dimethyl-2-pent=e C7E14 ----- ...- -.--- --- ---- 0.95 0.95 1.00 1.13 1.16 1.14 1.14 1.19 1.24 1.s
2,3, 4-9?rimethyl-2-penteme c#16 0.91 0.91 0.89 0.94 0.97 0.61 0.81 1).’re 0.8s 0.92 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.05 1.09
5,4, 4-9Xmethyl-2-pentme .26 .96 .97 1.01 1.06 .23 .92 .92 .90 1.07 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.15 1*1B
Jnook-ltiited imep of bland with 4 ml TEL%mep ratio = ~mk-lmted
-~




































knook+%Op ratio = ~
map ratio=
Inlat-ti t.mPeratIme, 860° F Iolet-ati tmeraturo, 1000
Volume per.mnt ammnt!o in blind With i.mmot.ane
Ponllulm 10 80 !40
%
0.065 0.07 0.0B5
%% 1.00 1.08 1.W
c,% 1.01 1.06 1.04






















ol@~ ---- --- ----,
--- -----.-.
nlted 4m Or bled With
FoeY.-alrra
S!iiEE
0.10 0.11 0.CM6 0.07 0.066
l.ca1.06l.m? 1.04 1.07
1.14 1.15 1.14 1.15 l.la
1.14 1.17 1.16 1.13 1.80
1.16 l.la 1.38 1.s0 1.51
1.17 1.19 l.la 1.15 l.aa
---- ---- 1.00 l.od l.vl
1.E2 1.26 1.17 1.a6 1.34




0.10 0.11 0.066 0.07 0.066 0.10 0.11
1.14 1.17 lJI I.U 1.17 l.alMM.
1.101.11 1.10 1.11 1.lB 1.14 1.14
1.25 1.84 l.ao l.aa1.83 1.$?5 1.04
1.B9 1.35 1.S6 l.aa 1.50 1.31 1.31
1.36 1.U 1.s7 1.’66 1.50 1.41 1.48
Win 1.10 1.11 1.10Ion MO l.oa




TA2L= VI - 17.6 ~131WE KUWK-LIMITE?I
@anpl.easlm ratio, 7.0; engfne
I
Ether FormulI
ethyl tert-butyl ether C#~O








IUCICATEC HEM EFFRWIVH PRmSUR2 IUTIOS OF 2LESTN WITH 120CC!!AH2 + 4 ML TEL
P2s ffALrAi
- Ccmoluded
speed, 1S00 rm!; eoolent twnpemature, 21.so F; eperk admnee, 3C0 B.1’.C ~
(o) Ethers.
hep rattoa
hlet-air temperature, 260° F Met-air teiqperature, 10CO 1










0.100.11 0.066 C*O7 0.063
1.21 1.22 1.26 1.26 1.52
1.15 1.1s 1.41 1.39 1.37
1.15 1.15 1.32 1.27 1.24
1.1$ 1.16 1.16 1.14 1.11
1.18 1.18 1 .2a 1.25 1.29
1.26 1.29 1.16 1.17 1.25
aImep ratio =






































m8LE m - mMK-LWITm IRDICAT~ MM ~BWIWl Hi=U8E EMIM OF BLMTB W_ITE _ 84BE FOE 00E31WDG OF E7.6_PEICRlT-(W
VOLW4) LwmT416B Aao la. fi-mlcm @OIFT4aE + 4 ml m Pm OAuoa
g
(a) Pmtiftio mnd olefim ; 2S Toltme pmamt blmda.
Fml-all$ Patio
0.056 0.07 O.ca 0.100.11 O.om 0.07 0.0!350.10 0.11 o.m6 0.09 0.036 0.10 0.11 0.W5 0.C7 0.085 0.I.90.11
-——.—




--- --- ---- ---- ---- ---- --- l.ls 1.1o 1.06 1.07 1.0.51.1o l.la 1.10 1.07 1.W7
8,S-Dtiethylbutme -.—. ...- ----- --- --- ---- --- ----- --- --- 1.67 1,.W 1.19 1.U 1.10 1.27 1.E6 1.10 1.la l.m
B,E,S-Trlmtbylbuimm o+i~ 1.24 1.24 1.X4 1.W 1.a8 1.ss 1.29 l.al 1.s1 1.86 1.39 1.91 1.84 1.%3 1.27 1.36 1.51 1,28 1.ao 1.85
a,a.ntiotulpmtme l.m 1.CS 1.06 1.a4 l.oa ----- --- ---- --- ---- ----- --— --— -—- --- ----- --- ----- --- .-.
S,E,s-Frbottlylpatule o@JJj ----- .-. ----- ---- -... ---- -- ----
8,a,a.*imtWlpmtmO
--- ---- 1.86 1.Q6 1.a7 1.25 1.63 1,27 1.60 1.26 1.28 1.24
----- ---- ----- ---- ----
-----
---- ----- ---- --- 1.26 1.s1 1.08 1.el 1.eo 1.19 1.80 l.la 1.00 1.s1




* 1.66 1.s6 l.as l.aa 1.a7 ---- ---- ----- --- --- ----- --- ---- --- ---- -—- ---- ---- --- ---
l.in 1.10 1.16 1.= 1.Z6 l.m l.el 1.s4 1.B4 1.e4 ---- --- --- ---- --- 1.=3 l.m 1,Q6 1.89 1.W
8,R;%r8muul-
pmltme ---- _- ---- --- --- ----- ---- —-- --- ---
S,3,5,4-Tetmmt4@-
‘1.14 1.06 0.90 0.99 1.09 l.oa l.m ,m l.m l.m
pmtnm l.la 1.11 1.19 1.EQ 1.30 l.aa 1.88 l.m 1.30 l.aB ----- --- ---- --- ----
2,4-oim*t41-a-btb71-
l,al 1.I.61.s1 1.Q7 1.49
pmlttm 1.04 l.cd 1.00 lsm 1.07 -—- --- ---- ---- --- ----- ---- ----- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- --- ---
.
olOrLaO
Q,s-Pimtl@-9-pmtms o#i~4 1.W 1.0’7l.lt 1.16 1.QO ----- — ----- --- --- —- ---- --- --- ---- --- -— --— —- ---
8,5,4-Trlmtlul-a-





----- ---- ---- —- --- 1.04 1.01 1.14 l.aa 1.a7 1.86 l.m l.al 1.s5 1.56
pall- ...-. ---- —-. ---- --- -—.. ---- ----
a,~mg..ttgl-a-
— ---- 1.06 1.01 l.m l.la l.al 1.25 a .80 1.17 l.m l.la











i! ;j .,,,,,, ,,_.l, .,:,. ,,
.NACA RM E50H02 73
.
.
TABLE VII - NNCCK-LJMITEZIINDICATED MM EFFBYTIVE PH=SURE RATIOS OF BLMDS WITH ~ BASE
FUEL CONSISTING OF 87.5-PERCENT (BY VOLUME) ISOOOTANEAND 12.5-PEICW 2-HEPTANB + 4 ML
T= Pm GALLON - Ccmoluded
(o) Ethers.


















































































































































%mep rat-lo= knook-llmlted imep of blend with 4 ml Tkock-llmit ed imep of mlxe d base fuel with
.TABLE VIII - 17.6 Et7GlXE TEMPEWLTORE SENSITIVITY OF BLFMDS RELATItW TO ISOOCTANE ARD’ Mm EASE FUEL
.COITSISTIN13 OF S7.5+FRCENT (BY vOLUME) ISOOCTARE AND 12.5 W143CE?JT $yHEY’1’AXE + 4 ~ TEL Pm GALLON
~mprese ion ratio, 7.0; engine apemi, 1800 rpm; coolant temperature, 212° F; spark advance, 300 B. T. C.]



















20 mm Peromt ad.dod paraffti or olefin h blind 25 volume peroent added
with ieoocttane p=afffi or olefh in blen~
with tied base fuel
LW.eaded 4 ml TEL/Kal
Fuel-alr ratio
0.065 0.07 0.005 0.10 0.11 O.m ().0’70.0S6 0.10 ().11 0.0s5 0.07 O*OB 0.10 0.11
IIIC9R20 1.10 1.05 1.051.20 1.20 1.151.25 1.26 1.151.05 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.95 1.05 1.05 1.001.05 1.M 1.10 1.10 1.10
I I i I I I I I
C7H14 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.10 1.20 1.20 1.20
C#16 )1.20 11.2011.25 lZ.2011.1511.20 11.25 ]1.30
1.15 1.10 1.15 1.20 1.15 1.20 1.20 1.20
0.95 0.95 -----




















1.20 1.20 1.15 1.10











TABLE VIII - 17.6 EXGIUE TEMPERATURE S~S15?IVITY W ELRiM RELATIVE TO ISOOCTAXE AUDMIXED BABE PU2L
COHS13TING OF S7.5 P~C~T (BY VCWJME) 120WTAHE A!!D12.5 PESC~ @U6PTAI$E + 4 ML TEL PER OALLO?i-
Cmtlnued






























I Relative temperature semltl~ltya I
I20 volme peroant ammatlc in blend with inooct,ane 25 volume percent aromaticin blend with retiedbasefuel
Onlula Unleaded 4 ml TKL/@l
1
I Fuel-air ratio I
0.065 0.07 0.0B5 0.10 O.LL 0.025 0.07 O.Oaf
6% 1.10 1.05 1.05 1.00 1.00 1.10 1.05 1.05
,E* 11.0011 .0511.0511 .0311.0011 .10~1.lo(l.lo
2%0 I















1.10 1.15 1.10 1.05 1.00 1.15 1.15 1.15
#~yj 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.06 1.20 1.20 1.1S
1.10 1.20 1.20 1.10 1.05 1.20 1.20 1.15
jl.oo 11.05]1.03 I1.00]1.00]1.05 J1.ooj1.00
1.15 1.$?01.15 1.10 1.0s 1.15 1.10 1.10
\l.oo 11.0511.0011.0511.0511.20 11.2011,20
11”0511”+”0511”0511”’+”0511”+0”
\l.lo 11.10/1.10 11.loll.06~l.05 /1.0011.00
+&km1.23 1.20 1.20 1.15 l.o5 1.25 1.20 1.201.10 1.10 1.10 1.06 1.10 1.05 1.061.1s 1.20 1.20 1.15 1.10 1.05 1.05 1.051:30 1:30 1:20 1:25 1:15 1:03 1:05 l:o5
1.20 1.20 1.20” 1.20 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15
1.00 1.05 1.10 1.02 1.CM31.10 1.05 1.05
1.20 1.EO 1.25 1.20 1.10 1.25 1.20 1.15
1.20 1.20 1.1s 1.10 1.00 1.10 1.15 1.15
11.1511.1511.15 11.loll.osll.ao11.2011.M
=
1.10 1.13 1.10 1.00 1.00 1.10 1.15 1.10
1.20 1.20 1.20 1.10 1.05 1.20 1.25 1.10
@ls 1.25 1.251.25 1.151.051.25 1.251.10
w0.10 0.11 0.065 0.07 0.005 0.10 0.1
1.05 1.00
4
----- --- ----- .-. ----
1.0s 1.06 1.10 1.05 1.00 1.00 1.
1.0s 1.05 1.10 1.15 1.0s 1.00 1.








It1.10 1.05 -----1.05 1.05 1.101.00 .9B 1.151.00 .!351.051.05 1.00 l..mu
1.10 1.06 1.05 1.
---- --- ---- ....
---- ----- ---- ---
---- ----- ---- ----
,1.20 1.25 1.15 1.
---- ----- .... ---
1.10 1.05 1.00 1.
---- ----- ---- ----
1.10 1.05 1.W3 1.
1.10 1.10 1.05 1.
1.10 1.05 1.05 1.
!1.25 1.15 1.10 1.0
1.00l.ca1.15 1.15 1.10 1.05 1.05
1.00 1.00 ----- ---- ----- ---- ----
1.05 1.00 1..2O 1.15 1.10 1.10 1.0s
1.05 1.(M ----- ---- --.-- ...- ----
1.05 1.05 ----- ---- ----- ---- ----
1.06 1.00 ----- ---- ----- ---- ----
1.0s 1.05 ----- ---- ----- --- ----
1.10 1.00 —- ---- —- ---- ----
1.0011.001-----[- - l-----l----L--l
%htlve temperature smsltlvlty = ~ep ratio ~t ~lmdlmep rat$o of blend (inlet-air tmuerature, lWJO P
fnlet-8ir temperature,
76 NACA RM E50H02
.
.
TABLE vIII - 17.6 ENGINE TEMPERATURESENSITIVITYOF BLENIX RELATIVE TO ISOOCTANEAND
PERCENT ryHEPTANE + 4 ML TEL PER
















Ether In blend with isooctane,




























a~elative t~perature sen81t~v~@ = imep ratio of blend (inlet-air temperature, 100° F
#
NACA RM E50E02 77
.
.
MIXED“SASEFUEL CONSIST~G OF 87.5 PIRCENT (w v~~) B~T~E MD 12*5
OALLON - Concluded
temperature, 212’ F; spark advance, 30° B.’l*C.1
Relative temperature aeneitlvi~
Ether in bland with mixed base fuel, percent by volume
























, 1 I [ 1 I I I I
m0.065 0.07 0.085 0.10 0.11
1.05 ]1.05]1.05 11.0511.00
1.10 1.15 1.15 1.10 1.10









TITl0.07 0.085 0.10 0.111.25 1.10 1.05 1.001.25 1.30 1.10 1.001.10 1.10 1.051.00
U---- ----- 1.50 1.30‘1.701.70 1.351.202.10 1.95 1.951.80
“=S=’
TA2LE IX - 17.6 RJGIWELE4D SOSCEFTIBILITY OF BL~ RH.,ATIVE TO ISO(XTANE
[Ccxnpresslon ratio, 7.0; engine speed, 1200 rpi!: coolant temperature, 212° F; spark advanoe, 30° B. T. C.]
(a) Parafffns and olefins.








Relative lead suaoeptibilitya I
Inlet-air temperature, 2S0° F ‘ Inlet-ai~Jgyerature,
Volvme peroent paraffin or olefin in ~lend with isooc.ta.ne I
10 20 20
Fuel-air ratio







1.05 1.05 1.00 1.02 1.05 1.10 1.10 1.(M 1.06 1.05 1,.05 1.00 1.00 1.00
---- -----
---- ---- 1.00 1.00 1.05 1.06 1.00 1.05 1.0s 1.05 1.00 1.00
---- ----- ---- ---- 1.05 1.05 1.10 1.00 1.00 1.00 l.od 1.00 1.00 1.00
1.05 1.05 1.00 1.00 1.15 1.15 1.10 1.05 1.00 1.05 1.(J5 1.05 1.00 1.00




---- 1.05 J.oo ~1, oo 1.00 1.00 JJ5 1.00 .95 1.00 1.05
Olef%ls
2, 3.1Mmethyl-2-







aRelatlve lead susceptibility =
Imep ratio of blend with 4 ml T
1.05 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.95
1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05
1.00 1.00 1.05 1.05 1.00 1.00 1.00
. .
. . I-348 # ,





TABLE Ix - 17.6 =OmE LJMD SWETTIBILITY OF BLEWJX IIHI,ATIVE‘M ISOW?~ - Cmtianed






























brat-ti tmp.mtllre, moo P Ime-air teqlemture, low 1
Volume Poroont ar~tlo in blind wltb inoactw.w
Ca9ul.m 10 eo ao
Flml-lii.l.mtsn
O.cm 0.07 O,cm 0.10 0.11 o.04a 0.07 O.LW 0.10 0.11 0.055 0.0-70.005 0.10 0.11
6% 1.OQ 1.00 1.06 1.05 1.05 l.m 1.06 1.10 1.06 1.03 1.06 1.05 1.10 1.10 1.06
7EIB 0.96 l.m 1.W3 0.95 l.cm 1.00 1.06 l.m 1.06 1.W 10ID 1,10 1.05 1.06 1.05
#lo 1.05 1.05 1.05 l.m 0.06 1.10 1.15 1.16 1.10 1.08 1.10 1.10 1.0.5 l.m 1.04
.95 .9s .B6 .Po .85 .85 .00 .95 .90 .s6 ..% .s5 .s5 .06 .80
1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.15 l.eo 1.85 l,ao 1.%3 1.$?51.10 1.10 1,24 1.10 1.10
1.06 1.06 1.00 1.03 l.m 1.W 1.10 1.05 1.06 1.00 1.D5 1.06 1.10 1.10 1.06
#u 1.00 1.06 1.10 1.0s 1.00 1.10 1.15 1.20 1.10 1.10 1.80 1,20 l.m 1.05 l.m
1.05 1.10 1.b6 1.00 1.65 1.05 1.15 1.10 1,10 1.06 1.15 1.15 1,05 1.05 1.05
----- ---- .---- --- ---- ,!36 1.W 1.00 ,96 .PD .m .95 .m .Po .90
----- ---- ----- ----
---- 1.16 1.40 1.15 1,16 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.06 1.06
1.05 1.0/31.10 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10 1,15 l.to l.m 1.60 1,.s0 1.90 1.16
----- ---- ----- .— ---
.65 .00 .90 .90 .00 ,m .65 .85 .85 .a
1.06 l.m 1.00 .96 .95 l.m 1.00 1.05 l,CO .M1 .90 .96 .90 .eo .M
1,06 1.05 1.10 1.00 .90 1.10 1.15 1.15 1.10 1.06 1.10 1.10 1.15 1.05 1.08
1C%4 1.06 1*OO 1*O6 1-OS 1*O6 l.~ 1.1O 1.1O lJO lJJB l-ok 1 mob loos 1.06 l.~
1,10 1,10 1.10 1.10 1.06 1.EO l.en 1,s6 1.s0 1.1s 1.10 1.10 1,05 1.06 1.05
1.10 1,10 1.05 1.05 1.06 l.ao 1.16 1.10 1.10 1.06 1.10 1,16 3,.10 1.05 1.06
1.LS 1.10 1.06 1.06 1.00 1.40 1.65 1.80 1.24!1.10 1.10 1.10 1.06 l.m 1.00
1.10 1,10 1.10 1.10 1.06 1.80 1.80 l.ao 1.s5 1.00 1.16 1.18 1,16 1.06 1.06
..... ---- ---- ---- -----
.95 1.Im 1.06 1,00 1.03 1.05 1.05 1.06 1.00 .96
1.06 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.06 1.10 1.ao 1.80 l#o 1.10 1.15 1.16 1.10 1.05 1.05
----- ---- ---- ---- ---- 1.18 1.16 1.10 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.10 1,10 1.06 1.05
----- ---- ----- ....
---- 1.04 1.16 1.16 1.10 1.05 1.10 1.15 1,18 1.10 1.10
~ln~~ ---- --- -—- ---- ---- 1.08 1,06 1.06 1.05 1.08 1.06 1.06 1,06 1.06 1.M
---- -...
---- ---- -— 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.06 1.00 1.06 1.DB 1.06 1.06 1.05
..... ---- -----
--- ---- 1.10 1.16 1.10 1.06 1.06 1,15 1.16 1.10 1.05 l.m
M% ----- ---- ----- -— ---- 1.10 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.05 1.10 1.16 1.05 1.00 1.M
%elatlve la oumeptibility - -1CD
.— -.






















Inlet-air tanpernture, 250° F Inlet-alr tcmperuture, 100° F










0.07 O.oesl 0.10 0.11 0.06:
1.05 1.10 1.05 1.05 1.10
1.00 .95 .95 .95 1.15
l.po 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.10
1.Q3 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.05
1.00 1.05 1.00 1.00 1.00












































TABLE X - FULL-SCALE SINGLE-CYLINDER ENGINE KNOCK-LIMITED
INDICATED MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE RATIOS OF ETHER BLENDS
WITH MIXED BASE FUEL CONSISTING OF 87,5-PERCENT (BY
VOLUME) IS00CTANE AND 12.5-PERCENT @EPTANE + 4 ML TEL
PER GALLON
[~11-scale cruise conditions; compression ratio, 7.3;
engine speed, 1800 rpm; inlet-air temperature, 210° F;
spark advance, 20° B.T.C.; cooling-air flow such that
r&r-spark-plug-bushing t&mperatu;e equals 365° F at













10 volume percent ether in
blend with mixed base fuel
Formula
































hock-limited imep of blend with 4 ml TEL/galahep ratio = ~ock-lti ited imep of mixed base fuel with 4 ml
.
82 NACA RM E50H02
TABLE XI - DEGREE OF SEVERITY OF VARIOUS OPERATING CONDITIONS
Engine Mixture Degree of severity
condition
A.S.T.M. Aviathn Lean Severe
Full-scale take-off Lean Moderate to severe
A.S.T.M. Supercharge Rich Moderate
Full-soale take-off Rich Moderate
Full-scale cruise Lean Moderate
17.6 (inlet-air temperature, 250° F) Lean Moderate
Full-scale cruise Rich Moderate to mild
17.6 (inlet-sir temperature, 250° F) Rich Moderate to mild
I
17.6 (inlet-air temperature, 100° F) Lean Moderate to mild
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6 7 8 9
Number of carbon u foresinmolecule
(a) Engine, A.S.T.M. ATLstim.
.
ICnock-ltiitedperfozmnce of px’affinsh blen&with mixed
consistingof 87.5-percentisoootsneand 12.5-percent
+ 4 ml TEL per gallon.
84 NACA RME50H02
/56 , 1 t 1 , I t n
2.5-percenf (by volume) blends
,52 [ue/-uir rafio, Q// c-c-c- c-c
Ms-J_LLc-c-c-c~
dc , , , 1 .- ,- 7-: I












Number o f carbon ~+oms in molecule
(b)Engine,A.S.T.M.Supercharge.
Figure 1. - Concluded. Khock-limited petiomance M yaraffins in blend
with mixed base fuel consisting of 87.5-percent isooctane and 12.5-















25–percent (by ~o/urne) blends













/06 /08 //0 //2- //4 //6
A. S. TM. A v I’U+ion perfor~nce number
Figure2. - Relationbetween A.S.T.M. Supercharge and A.S.T.M. Aviation
performme numbers of nonanes in blend with mixed base fuel consisting


































6 7 8 .9 Q
AL&ber of-carbw atoms jn mo)ecule











Figure 3. - Ehmk-Umitied perfc)rmanmof srcmatics in blend with m-d
base fuelcdnaistingaP 87.5-peroent isocmtaneand 12.5-percent








Number of carbon afoms in molecule
c G-C c-c-c c-c-c-c
o:1 6:1 6:1
(b) @lkylbenzenes; riah Omditiona.
Figure 3. - Conttiued..Enock-1.imitedp rfonnance ofaromatiosinblend
with mixed base fuel consist- of 87.5-percetitisoootanaand 12.5-
percent~-heptanei- 4 ml TEL per gallon.
88 NACA l?M.E50H02
C-C”*C c-c-c c-c-c-cc-b-c
1 1 1 1
c1 cl/ 0 0I
(o) Butylbenzenes;lean conditions.
~iwe 3. - c~ttiu~. hook-limited performance of aronmtios in blend
with mixed base fuel oonsi sting of 8T.~-Peroent isoootane and 12.~.














— o A.S. ZM. S’uperchurge
q /Z6 (inlet air u? 250° F)
_O /%6 (inkf air ut /00° 17)_
A Ful/–scule singlecy/ins’er
(cruise)

















c-c-c-c c-i-c c-c-c-c &&C
1 I I 1
0 0/\ o:1 0:1
(d) Butylbenzenes;rich conditions.
Fig= ’3. - Cod tiued. Knock-llmitedperformanceof aromatics in blend
with mixed base fuel oomsisting of 87.5-percentisoocteneand I-Z.5-








— q A.S.%M. Supercharge
25-percenf (by vohme) b/eno!s











Figure 3. - Centlnued. I@ock-llmited performanceof aromatics in blend
@th mixed base fuel mnsistimg d 87.5-per&nt iaooctaneand 12.5-
















Figure 3. - centhued. Kmok-limited performanoe
with mixed base fuel mnsishing of 87.$.peroentj
peroeniin-heptine+ 4 a T= per gallon.
c
of aromatios in blend
isoootane and 12. ~-
92 NACA RME50E02
Engine
_ o A.S.~h? A ViC7~i0/7
a A.S. T.M. Supercharge
/80 25-pet-cenf”(by vohne) blendsA. S. Z h? 5’upereharge













Figure 3. - Cautinuea. Khcmk-limitedperfomsn oe a? aromatics in blend
with mixed lkisefuel mnslsthg of 87.5-psro6ntIsooctaneand 12.5-











o A.S ~~. AViU7’;Ofl
a A.S.T.M Supercharge
Z5-percent (by volume] blends




















F@me 3. - Cmtihued. Khook-13n&tedperformance
with mixed base fuel consistingof 87.5-peroent
peroent~-hepteme+ 4 ml !LELper gallon.




25-permenf (by volume) blends




























7 8 9 10 /1 /2
Numtet- of car&n m%me in rndeode
(d Aron=tios; hm ootiition~.
Figure 3. - Continued. Knook-limitedperformanceof aromatios in ble@ with
mixed base fuel consisting of aT.~-peroent isoOatane and 12.~-peroent








180* , t 1 b c25 r-cent (by wlume) bhwd..
A.d% M. Supercho~e engine &’-c




/777 .Clk _ _’
&;-” “-5A -jC ‘c ~$& J























/ Mixed &se *I.— ----- --..4 +-
Ifo c
v cc
I(WL 6- (J)6 7 s Q /0 /1 E
N-r of cwrbanvtamwInbmolecule
‘c-c
. (3)~omths; rhh ~otiitlons.
Figure 3. . CO~ltied.lhmelc-l~tedperformanceofaromatiosinblendwith
. rntiedbassfuelconsistingof87.5-peroentisoootaneand12*~-peroent








o A.S. ZM. A viaf;on
—n /7.6 (inletair cYf 250° J?)-
U /7.6 (inle+ air 0+ /0~0 F)
L55 ~ I
25-perceni (by volume) blends










Figure 4. - Knook-limited performance of ethers
fuel oonsisting of 87.~-peroent isoodane and




























0 A. S.%A% Supercharge
q /7.6 (inlet air at 250° F)
/.60 Q /7.6(inle+ air at /00°F)
25-percenf (by volume) blends-













Figure 4. - Continued. Knock-limited performazme of ethers in blend with
mixed base fuel consisting of 8T.S-peroent isooctane and 12.S-peroent

















Figure 4. - Continued. Knook-liinitedperformance of bthers in blend with
mixed base fuel consisting of’87.+peroent isoootune and 12.5-peroent
=-heptane +,4 ml TEL per gallonq
.
.








o A. S. KM. A viafion
q A .S.TM. Supercharge
—25–percent (by volume) b’lends -





-c c c c




F@ure4. - Continued.. IQmok-limited mrfoxmance of ethers in blend with
.
kced basefuel oonsist ing of 87.5-p&went isooctsne and 12.5-peroent
~-heptane t 4 ml KEELper gallon.
.
100 NACA,RME50H02



















mixed.base fuel consisting of 87.5-peroent isooctane and 12.5-peroent
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(f) @sole and threemethyl cycloalQl ethers.
Figure4. - Cantihued. Kimok-limited pefiomenoe of ethersin blendwith
mixedbase fuel consistingof 87.5-peroentisoootaneand 12.5-peroent
~-heptme + 4 ml TEL per gallon.“
102 NACA RME50H02
/60’ 1 I I I I I
25-perceht (by ;olume) blends
!
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Figure 4. . Continuei. Knook-ltii+edperfornanoeof ethers in blend with ml%d base fuel oonsi6tingof








25-p&cknt l@y 1volume) b’lenhs
I I
c-b-o-c A. S. TM. Supercharge enghe- —
k ‘ Fuel-air ratio, 0.1/
/70
/60 c —c
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b _~i$ ,@ base fuel ,





















4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II
Number of carbon. o ~oms in molecule
(h) I.thers;ri.h conditions.
Figure 4. - C.xmludad. Knook-limitedperforzamoeof ethers in blend with mixed base fuel oon.sistlmgof




6bi~ng poin fi “F
(a) h@D?, A.8.T.N, Avie.tian.
F9g0r0 5.










25-percen + /by volume) blends
Fuef-air ru+io, all
$ /80 I \ I // c,
/ p
n













1: (b) :L Gosoline boiling range. 4 I




.I I I I PL7raf fin 1 I I I
O 2,2,3, 4– Te frame fhyl)xm fune (reference 1
2q ~ 3,3,4- Te+ffme+hylpen tane (reference I ,
0 Z,g 3-@me+hylbutane &ference 11] i ~
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-6. - BY@ok-limited perfamanc e of Wends with mlxad bsse fuel c!cmslstlngof
















0 10 2’0 30 40 z
Olefin in blend with base fuc( pet-ten+ by volume
II I I I I I I I




Fl@ra 6. - Cimttiuea.mouk-lmitea p?rfamam & blendswithrnixe&baaefuel
conais~~ & 67.5-peroent ls~otane and 12.5-peroent ~-heptane + 4 ml T!IKL~r
gallcal.
.































A.S. Z M. Supercharq
Fuel-air ro +io, 0.//
%Fd
, ““
o /0 20 30 40 50
Aromu?icinMend wi+h hose fue~ perccn # by vohme
(0) &caU9tios0
Figure 6. - Concluded. wok-limited peti~ce of blends with mixed base fuel





























mixed bsee fuel oanslsting& 87.5-pOroentisoootene













































I I I I I I
50 /00 /50 200 250 300350
Performance number
.
(b) Eu@ne, A.S.T.hL Supero~ge.
Figure 7. - Concluded. Comparisonof lcnook-ltiitedpetio~me of armuaticblendswith
mixed bRse fuel consistingof 87.5-peroentisoooti. end 12.5-$ercent~-heptsne+ 4






Isopropyl tert -bufyl efher
.
.E’+hy/ tert-bu tyl efher






I I I I
90 /00 110 /20 /30 /40 /50 /60
Pet%ormunce nurnber-
(s) &ine, A. S.T.M. Aviation.
Figure 8. - Comparison of knook-limited ~ri’ormnoe of ether













I I I I I I
‘O A4efhyl tert–bu+yl e fher
_D Hhyl tert–butyl efher 1 1
0 Isoptmpyl tert - bufyl e{her
II [
‘VHtFF—t 4
I I I I I
o 10 .20 30 40 50
E--her in blend, percenf by volume
(b) %gine, ALS.T.M. Supercharge.
Figure 8.
- Canoluded. Coqe.risen of Imoek-limited ,perf~ e of ether blemh with
mixed &se fuel consisting of 87.$peroent isoooiane ad 12.~-peroent ~-heptane
+ 4 ml TEL per gallon.
























I I I I J
.&? /.0 /./ /.2 /.3
Relafive ?imperotire sensi?ivi+y
(a) paraffin; ~witia.
F@me 9. - Temperature senaitivlty of bleauis with iao.odane.






Fue /- cv’r ratio
CI065
1 1 ./1
20-pereent (by volume) blends
/26 engine
Bose fud
2,3,3,4 -Tetrame thy~en fane
2,2,3,4- Te+t-wmefhylpen fune
2,2,3- Trime+hylbtifme















(b) Rmffins; leaded to 4 rnl TEL per gallau.
IH431R%9. - Camhma. lanprsture Emn6itivity of blends with i.soootme. Ccx@essian



















/,3 -Die f by/benzene
Isobutylbenzene
n-Propylbenzene
/-Me thy/- 3 -e+hyibenzene
1,2-Dime 7%ylhenzene










/-Me #y/ -4-t e rt-bu?ylbenzer?e












1 I I 1
\-l
I
.9 /. o /./ 12 /.3
Relative fwmpera+ure sensifivify
(u)Aromtme; Uulee.aea.
mguc’e9* - cdtiwa. ?klqerature13ensitiiityofblendswithisoocti l Ccqn’ession
ratio,7.0; eng5ne speed, 1800 rpn; eperk ad.vanoe,30° B.T.C.; coolanttempe=tw?
2120?.







20-percenf (by vo Iume) Mends
/ Z 6 engine
Base fixi
/,3- Llime+hy/benzene





















1,4- Die fhylb enzene
f-Me thyl -2- ethylbenzene




1 I I 1 \u) I
.9 /.0 f./ 1.2 /.3 -,
Re/a+ive +w&erai%re sensl+ivi+y
(d) Azwr3tios; leaded to 4 ml TEL pm gallon. “
ngure 9. - Contlnuea. Temperature Ewu@tivlty of blends with lmootane. C_esslan



















1 I I i“l I
.9 /.o 1./ /!2
Re Iafi’ve %mpemture sensjfivify
(e) Ethers; uleadeil.
Figure 9. - CmMnued.. Tmqwatwe seneititity of blends with i.aooctane.



















lsopr~y/ tert-bufyl ether P“’”<’-
Efhyl tert -bufy/ efher
v“
~ (f]
.9 /.0 1-/ /,2 /.3
Relafive femprdure sensitivity
.
(f) Ethers; L=ded to 4 ml TEL per gallon.
F@re 9. - Cozmluded. Teqemture sensitivity aP blends ulth isoootsne. Campressicm
~tio, 7.0; qk s~a, moo ~; s-park ad~, 30° B.T.c.; cOOMt tmrattnw,
212° F.
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~ A Z, 3-Dime +hylpen+une
4 B Z, 2,3, 3-Te frumefhylpe n fade
;
25-per ten+ (b volume) blends
Modt%ied A. S. FM. Superehorge engine
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Figure 10. - Effect at impression.tempe=ture on caqression-air
densityfor blendswtth mixedbase fuel consisting cd’87.5-per-
cent isooctaneand 12.5-percent~-heptane+ 4 ml TEL per gallon.
Ccmpessionratio,variable;inlet-airtemp?ratpre,250°F;







c A 2, 3- Dimeth /pen tone .“<
!
i
B 2,2,3,3 -Te romethylpenfane
$
~ .6’XIO-3 25-percent (by volume)blendsA70difiedA. S. T.A%Supercharge engine





























Figure 10. - Continued.Effectof impression temperatureon com-
pression-airdensityfor blendswith mixedbasefuel oonsisting












A 3,4,4- Tritnefhyl-2-pen fene
B 2,3,4- Trimefhy/-2-pen fen e
.4~lo-3 C 2,3- Dime+hyl<–pentene
L.- 1
25-percenf (by volume) blends I
-Mmiif ied A.3. TM. Supercharge eng;ne-
Mixed tise fuel-,
f









/400 I 500 /600 ~ I 700 /800
Compression tempemfure, “I?
(c)) Olefins; lean conditions.
Figure10. - Continued. lffectof impression temperatureon com-
pression-airdensityfor blendswith mixedbasefuel consisting
of 87.5-percentisooctaneand 12.5-percent~-heptane+ 4 ml TEL
per gallon. Compressionra~io,variable;inlet-airtemperature,
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(d)OlefinS;rich conditions.
F@ure 10. - Centinued..IMfectof compressiontempemture on ccm-
pressicn-airdensityfor blendswithmixedbasefuel consist%
of 87.5-percentisooctaneand 12.5-p6i6ent&heptame -!-”4 ml TEL
per gallon. Capressionratio,variable; inlet-air temperature,
250° l?;engine speed, 1800 rpm; spark advance, 30° B.T.C.;
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(e) Aromatics;leanoanditions.
Figure10. - Continued. Effectof compressiontemperatureon coal-
pression-airdensityfor blendswith mixedbase fuel consisttog
of 87.5-percentisooctaneand 12.5-peroent ~-heptane + 4 ml TEL ‘
pm gallon. Compression ratio, variable; inlet-air temperature,
250° F; engine speed, 1800 rpn; spark advance, 30° B.T.C.;
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mession-alr densityfor blendswithmixedbasefuel consistimzof
~?. 5-peroent isooot&e and 12.5-peroent&-heptane-t4 ml TEL &
gallon. Compression ratio,variable; inlet-air temperature, 250°1?;











- Compriaon of isomers having I@i-esti temperature sensitivity ies in blend with
isoootane. Compression ratio, 7.0;enginespeed,1.800rpm; sp.rkadvame, 30° B.T. C.;
ooolant temperature, z120 F.
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(a) Partif ins; inlet-air temperature, 100° l?.
Figure 12. - Lead. susceptibility (4 ml KfIEL/gal)of blends with lsooctane.
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Relative lead ~usceptibili+y
(b) Rm?affti; hlet-air teqxmafmre, 25(P F.
Figure 12. - Continued. Lead. ausoeptibility (4 ml !IKL/gal) d? blend.a with
Isoootane , Ccmpresslcm mtl.o, 7.0; eng3ne speed, 1S00 IWI; spark ad.vanoe,30°
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Figure 3.2.- Cmlthmll. Lead sueoe~ibilit~
imootene. C-asion ratio,7.OJeI@lle
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Flgux’e lz.
- Continued. Lead susceptibility(4ml TEL/~1) & blendswith
iaoootane.fhmpeaeionratio,7.O; enginespeed,IWO *; qark ail~, M“
B.T.C.; ooolanttemp.xnature,2120F.
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Rela+ive lead suscepfibilify
(e) Ethers; inlet-air taqerature, 100° F.
F4m= =.- Conbinusd. Lead masoeptibility (4 ml TEL/gal) of blends tith
Lsoootane. Compression ratio, 7.0; englna speed, 1000 z-pa; sperk advanoe, 300
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I?igure 1.2. - CoIIOIU@L Lead awoeptibility (4 ml ‘IT@@) of bl.enib with
LmO&ane . cOmWMISi~ ~tiO, 7.0; wiJ213 sp9ea, MOO ~; -k aa~, 300
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Figure13. - Comparison of igomers having highest lead suseaptlbility in blends with isoootin~
Compression ratio, 7.o; inlet-air temperature, 100o F; engine speed, 1800 rpm; spark advmoe,
~o B.T.C.: ooolant temperature, 212° F.
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